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0Ter the tree bridge went Dick and the boJB, closely pursued by the redcoats. Jack waa obllge4

to jump into the water to escape being caught, the enemy was •o near him . •
"Over w ith it, boys!" cried Dick..
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THE LIBERTY BOYS ·JN DISTRESS
OR, HEMMED IN BY DANGERS
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-The Man on the Rock.
There was a man sitting on top of a great rock
that stood at the side of the road which led to
Camden, in South Carolina, one pleasant afternoon in August.
He seem ed to be absorbed in though, for he
looked neither to the right nor to the left, but at
his feet, on which he wore heavy boots. As he
sat on top of the rock, from which a good view
of the road in eithe1 di rection could be h ad, the
sound of some one cofl1ing along on horseback
could be heard very distinctly. The man did not
look up, however, nor seem to have heard the
sound. This would have been the opinion of a
casual observer, but one of the boys coming along
the road on the way to Camden was not a casual
observer, and he, from his position in the saddle
of a magnificent coal black Arabian, saw many
things which an ordinary person would not have
seen.
There were two boys, the one on the black and
another on a fine bay, both being dressed after
the fashion of the region. They looked like ordinary sons of farmers out for a bit of exercise,
having no weapons as far as could be seen. They
were coming on at an easy gait, and seemed to
be in no haste. The boy on the black noticed that
the man on the rock cast a glance toward him,
although he did not raise his head. As they came
abreast of the rock on which he sat, however, he
seemed to notice them for the fir st time, for he
suddenly looked up and said, carelessly:
"Good-afternoon . Strangers in this here neighborhood, are you? See any game?"
"We aren't strangers altogether, although we
don't live hereabouts," the boy on the black replied. "No, we haven't seen any game, but we
haven't been looking for any."
"Seen any redcoats? I hear there's plenty of
'em about. You're rebels, I suppose, same as
me?"
"No, we are not," the boy replied.
"Then you are loyal?" the man on the rock
asked, suddenly, dropping the manner of a native
of the region and looking eagerly at the boys.
"Oh, yes, we are loyal," the boy on the black
replied.

"To the King?" as if struck .by a sudden
thought.
"Not a bit of it," promptly.
"But you must be if you are not a rebel."
"No, I mustn't," with a laugh. Did you never
hear of Quakers?"
"Yes, but you are no Quaker. You don't talk
like one of them."
"Nor you like a South Carolinian," laughed the
bor. "In fact,. I don't believe you are one, an d
neither do I be!Ieve you know that patriots do not
call themselvef'; 'rebels.' That is something you
have to learn."
"The fellow is a Dritish spy, Dick," cried the
boy on the. bay. "He is looking toward Camden
now to see if he can see the redcoats so as to give
them a hail."
"You are right, Ilob, and I think I had better
give him a shot," returned the boy on the black
who was no ot her than Dick Slater the brav~
young c'.lptain of the Liberty Boys, at that time
located m South Carolina, and acting under the
orders of General Gates.
Dick suddenly whipped out a pistol and fired ~
s~ot at the man. on the rock, narrowly missing
him, the man h~ vmg sprung to his feet and leaped
from the rock mto the bushes as Dick raised his
pistol.
"Look out, Bob," saiq Dick, riding on at a
gallop. "The fellow may fire from the bushes at
the side of the rock. He is a spy and will try to
get the best of us."
Bob Estabrook, who was the first lieutesant ot
the Liberty Boys, dashed a f ter Dick, whose vord1
proved true, a shot whistling just behind the
the young patriot. Bob turned in his sadd l~ !U'ld
sent two shots whizzing into the bushes at the
side of the rock, not being a boy who could receive
a shot and not return it, and then rode on after
Dick.
"How did you guess that the man was a spy
Dick?" he asked.
'
"In the first place I saw that he was looking at
us while pretending to be looking down at the
ground, utterly absorbed."
Dick led the way down a little by-road not visible from .the rock, and the boys went on at good
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speed , but making very little noise, the roar! being
soft a nd san dy a nd not much t r ave led. Dick had
intended going to Camden, or a s near to it as he
could conven ien tly get, the enemy having t heir
pickcb t h r own out to some little dis tance from
the town, a nd for that reason neithe1· he nor Bob
was in uni for m.
The camp of the Liberty Boys wa s in a swamp
near Sa nder ',; creek, at some little distance, Dick
at t hat ti me waiting for General Gates t o come
up, in the meantime trying to lear n a ll he could
concernin g the enemy.
Con tin uing on, the boys shortly met a man
coming along in a chaise drawn by one horse, who
looked at th em sharply and said in a voice of
authori t y;
"Where are you two boys going? How do I
know that you are not spies?"
"Yer don "t," with a drawl, "an' neither do we
kno w that yew ain' nuther one. Ye have a suspiciou s look ."
"What do you mean, sirrah?" snapped the man
in 'the chaise, with a look and tone of indignation.
"V'ho a re you that dares to talk thus t<r--" and
then the man stopped, evidently feeli n g that he
might h ave said too much.
"The man is some one of importance; per haps
ao officer," thought the young pa triot ca ptain.
"If we could capture him we might accomplish a
great dea l. I wonder if it is wo r th it ?"
Then he gave Bob a quick look, leaped from his
horse and sprang into the cha ise.
"Go a head, Bob!" he sai d, quickly. "I think
we have somebody of importance."
Bob wheeled his own horse, Major, Di ck's bla ck
Arabian, following at once, Dick seizing the reins
and sa ying in a determined tone:
"Make an outcry and I will shoot you. Get
up!"
He held the reins with one hand and a pistol
with the other, the man at his side turning sallow
and muttering:
"Why, you young highwa yman, I could have
you hanged for this ! How dare you--"
"I am not a highwayman,'? said Dick, the h or se
going on at a gallop, " but I believe you a r e an
officer in the enemy's service, and you may be
able to teU me something I wish to know. I am
Dick Slater, captain of th e Liberty Boys, and the
m or e of you fellows we can take, the better."
"Confound you, you young rebel!" hissed the
other , endeavoring to snatch the pistols from
Dick, "you shall pay for this !"
Dick pushed the man back on the seat and
drove ahead rapidly, urging the animal fo rward
with a sharp cry, and saying:
"You had better keep quiet if you know what
is good for you, as I am determined to take you
back to our camp in spite of all obstacles."
The man, whoever he was, saw that it wou ld be
folly to resist, and scowled at the young p a triot;
muttering:
"This is nothing but a bit of highway robber¥,
and when I make my escape, as I expect to, I will
have you both hanged."
Bob was well ahead wi th the two horses, Dick
losing sight of him for the moment, when all of
a sudden there was the sound of firing and of men
coming on at a gallop, and t hen a sharp whistle
from Bob. Bob, riding ahead , sa w the man OJ(

the rock, th e la t ter suddenly wavi ng a r ed kerchief, a nd the n shouting in a loud voice:
" Rebels, Dick Slater and his lieu te na nt ; make
haste, reb---"
Crack! Bob fi red a shot which wound ed t he
man on the rock in the hand and made him d r op
t he red handkerchief with a yell of pain. T he n
there was a shout and a clatte r of hoofs, an d in
a moment Bob saw a lot of r edcoats sweep a round
a turn in the r oad and come dash ing toward h im.
Bob wheeled a nd r ode back to D ick, cry ing, ex·
. ci tedly:
" Redcoats, Dick, a lot of th em . Tha t fellow on
t he roc k sa w them coming and gave the ala rm ."
Dick re ined in the horse, jumped out of t he
chaise, pulling t he oth er occupa nt with him, and
then, giving the horse a clip, sent him on a gallop,
throwing t he enemy into confusion a nd delayi ng
them.
" This wa y, Bob," said Dick , who knew eve ry
turn and twist of the road and through t he
swa mp, and, leaping into the saddle, he darted
down a by -path which was scarcely noticeable,
a nd was soon out of s ight from the road, Bob
b ei ng close behind.

CHAPTER IL-Trouble With the To ries.
The boys sho r tly hea r d loud cries for help and
knew tha t t he r edcoa t s in endeavoring to follow
them h a d become mired and n eeded to be hauled
out, having mi ssed the path and gotten into difficult ies a lmos t at the start. Bob laughed, knowing what ha d h a ppened, but Dick simµ ly kept on
and did not even turn around to listen. The
sounds ceased in a few minutes, the boys pushing
on rapidly in th e direction of the camp of the
Libe r ty Boys, distant a mile or t wo. The boys
were goin g on at an easy gait, it being now little
more than an hour to sunset, when th ey suddenl y
h eard an outcry ahead of them a s if some one
were in t r ouble.
"Come on, Bob!" cried Dick. "There is somethi ng going on and we may have to t a ke a han d
in it."
The boys das hed ahead aroun d a bend in the
road and sa w a young g irl and an old ma n stru g·
gling against half a dozen big, rough-looking
men, the old man being n early u sed up by t his
time, while the girl, with a st out club in her
hand, was defending him and herself with the
grea test vigor.
"Come on, Bob!" hissed Dick. "The odds are
altogether too much a g ainst the girl."
The boys das hed ahead and th en bega n fi rin g
at the men, taking ,g ood care not to hit the girl
or the old ma n. One of the ruffians got a wound
in the shoulder and dropped out of the fight, a nother received a hit in the leg and sat down in
the r oad, a third getting a scalp wound, w hich
caused him to give a yell and th en go running
up the r oa d as fa st as he could run. The boys
now leaped from their horses, being right on top
of the men, and began to pummel th em v igorously. The girl, encouraged by the help she wa s
receiving, struck one of the men on the head a
stunning blow with her club, which felled him t o
the ground and caused him to take no more interest in t he affair for so me time. Bob felled one
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· with a blow of his fist and Dick attacked another,
but now the men ran off, seeing tba t they were
likely to get a pretty rough handling if they
remained.
"You are Dick Slater, aren't you?" the girl
asked. "There are not two horses like that one,
and I have heard of Dick Slater's famous black
many times."
"Yes, I am Dick Slate. We have been out
scouting, and did not care . to wear our uniforms.
This is Bob Estabrook, my first lieutenant."
"My name is Henry Worthington and th is is my
grandfather. I am called Hen ry, although my
real name is H enrietta. There is too much ~f
that, I reckon," with a laugh.
"You had better let us take you over to your
home, Miss Henry," said Dick. "Your grandfather is not able to walk any distance, and it will
not be out of our way to see y ou home."
Dick assisted the girl to mount Major, his black
'Arabian, while Bob helped the old gentleman
upon the bay, and then t hey set off, the two boys
walking alongside. It was n ot far to the cabin,
which was on the ~dge of a swamp in a not very
desirable situation, the ground being too \vet to
raise good crops on, and the old man evidently
not having money enough to pay for ditching, and
being too old to do it himself. The old man and
the girl dismounted, the girl saying, pleasantly:
"You must come in and have supper with u s,
captain. I cannot offer you much, but you are
welcome to such as we have."
"I think we had better not stay," Dick replied.
"The boys will be missing u s, :.s we have been
gone some time, and may be sending out parties
to look for us if we remain longer."
They were standing in front of the cabin talking, when Bob, turning his hand, said:
"There come some of those men whom we
routed, Diek. We cannot go as long as they are
about."
"No, of course not," promptly. "Are your
pi stols loaded, Bob?"
"Yes, I never neglect a thing of that sort."
"Very good. There may be trouble and we
want to be prepa1·ed."
From the road the cabin was approached over
a narrow causeway, and Dick now said to Bob:
"\Ve must hold the causeway, Bob, if they seem
inclined to make any trouble."
"All right, Dick."
The two boys then went to the end of the causeway nearest the cabin and waited for the approach of the Tories. They came on, stopping
en the farther side upon seeing Dick and Bob, the
man named Harden saying, gruffly:
"You uns have gotter give yerselves up on a
charge of assault and battery, so come on before
we uns apprehends you uns."
"Who makes the charge?" asked Dick.
"I do; I'm the shurriff o' this deestrick, an' I've
swom•a warrant agin ye, so come on."
· "You may be the sheriff," said Dick, "under
the rule of setting a thief to catch a thief, but
we shall not obey any warrant of yours. You
men attacked this old man and his granddaughter, and you will have to answer for that charge."
"Go ahead , shurriff," growled another. "Thc1·e's
enough on u s ter take the rebels, an' we are got
the law on our side. Go ahead!"
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Dick and Bob stood at the uther end of the
causeway, and now drew their pistols, Dick
saying:
"You are lawless scoundrels and must be dealt
with as such. If you attempt to cross this causeway you will be shot. I will give you just three
seconds to get off."
Then Dick began to count, the men making a
sudden rush at him, firing their rifles and shotguns, but they missed the pair. Then the two
boys began to fire rapidly and with better effect
tha n the Tories, many of whom were hit, some
tumbling into the mud and others running away
as soon as the boys opened fire. Then the young
patriots leaped upon their horses and dashed
across the causeway, the Tories running away
without firing any more shots. The.re was a
shout at a little distance, and a number of boys
in Continental uniform could be seen corning ,on
at a gallop, led by a dashy looking boy on a big
gray.
"There are Mark and some of the boys come to
look for us," exclaimed Bob. "They must have
becO!lle anxious."
Dick ancl Bob rode toward the newcomei·s, the
Tories scattering in many directions, for all their
boasting tha-t they were going to take the twc
young patriots off to jail. Keeping on, they soon
met the party of Liberty Boys under Mark Morriso·n, the second lieutenant, who said:
"\Ve were afraid you were in distress, captain,
and came out to see what had happened to you.
"'Veil, we were not in distr ess, Ma rk, but we
have h:::.d a number of adventures and we had a
prisoner, but had to let him go."
"A p risoner?" echoed a boy on a bay mare
riding close to Mark. "Who was he?"
"I don't know, but I think he was a person of
some importance. I believe him to be a British
officer. Then there was a British spy, also, who
made us some trouble."
"And these fellows whom you were pursuing,
who were they?"
"A lot of rascally Tories who were attacking a
young girl and an old man, her grandfather."
"You certainly seem to have h ad plenty of adventures, captain," observed Ben Spurlock, one of
the liveliest and jolliest of all the boys.
"So we have," laughed Bob, "but it is getting
on to supper time, and Patsy will be impatient
if we are not there."
As there was now no further danger to the girl
and her grandfather at the cabin, Dick concluded
to go on to the camp, and the boys rode on at a
lively rate, therefore arriving just as Carl Gookenspieler, the fat German Liberty Boy, was sounding the call to supper on his bugle.

CHAPTER Ill.-Trying to Get Into the Camp.
The boys were greatly interested in hearinrr
what Dick and Bob haq to tell them, there being
different opinions as to the identity of the man
in the chaise, the man on the rock being declared
a spy by all.
"I think that the man in the chaise who pret ended to be a lawyer was na one but Tarleton
him self," declared Mark. "We all know Tarleton
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to be overbearing and cruel, and this fellow was
all that."
"lt might have been Rawdon," added Jack
Warren. "He would like to know what the patriots are doing and whether Gates is on the way
or not. Rawdon is arrogant, and so was the man
that Dick and Bob met and so nearly captured."
"I do not th ink that it was eith er Tarleton or
Rawdon," observed the young captain, "but he
wa$ certainly an officer in the army. What his
mission was I do not know, although it was something connected with present affairs, I do not
doubt."
"Well, the redcoats are venturing out and they
have their spies about," muttered Bob, "and we
have got to keep a watch on them and on these
Tories as well. They would tell Cornwallis where
we were in a moment if they found our camp."
"For that very reason we must keep it l1idden,"
returned Dick, "and see that no susp iciou s persons approach it."
The Liberty Boys were always vigilant, but
they determined to be more than ever just now,
being hemmed in by dangers as they were. .
"The Tories will be trying· to find the place,"
added Bob, "and so will this spy who sat on the
rock and kept a look-out in all directions. If I
see the fellow there again I shall not waste any
ceremony on him, but just pop him off as if he
were a bird or a rabbit."
"And save the hangman a job," said Ben.
The camp of the Liberty Boys was in a swamp
and difficult to reach and find, but the Tories of
the neighborhood might be able to do so, and it
was necessary to guard against them particularly,
therefore, the redcoats not being feared in this
r egard. Dick placed his pickets around the camp,
and outside as well, so as to guard against
prowlers, and that night the boys were more than
usually vigilant, as it was probable that the
Tories would try to find the camp so as to report
to the enemy. But there were no alarms during
the night.
In the morning "Dick told the boys to keep a
sharp watch upon the camp, and then set out
with a number of boys to see what could oe
learned of the enemy. In the party were Jack
Warren, Ben Spurlock, Sam Sande1·son and two
or three others, the boys being on foot, as they
intended to cut across the country toward Camden, and they would be in places where they could
get along better without horses than with them.
They wel:e going along at a rapid pace, through
the woods when suddenly there came a shot, which
passed dangerously close to Dick's head, and then
two or three more, which made the other boys
jump. In another moment up sprang three or
four Tories, yelling loudly:
"Here are the rebels; catch 'em!"
Then a dozen redcoats appeared and began to
fire upon the boys.
"We shall have to run for it, boys," said Dick.
"There are too many of them."
The boys returned the fire of the redcoats, hitting two or three of them, and then turned and
raced for the bridge over the creek, the redcoats
giving chase . The Tories did not care to expose
themselves after Jack ·warren and Ben Spurlock
had wounded two of them, and they hung back.
After the plucky young patriots raced the red-

coats, however, determined to catch them. In the
leader, a major, Dick recognized the man in the
chaise, the latter knowing Dick in a moment and
crying lustily:
"Seize that saucy young rebel, Dick Slater,
above all. I'll hang him in a minute!"
"You must catch your hare before you cook
him, Major!" laughed Dick, firing a shot at the
fiery redcoat which narrowly missed him.
Dick and Jack were the last ones on the line,
and Dick urged Jack to run ahead of him.
"Huny, Jacki" he said
All of the boys were hurrying to the tree bridge,
\l.".hich they intended to throw down as soon as
they were over. The redcoats were determined
to catch them before they could get across, seeing
the creek ahead of them, and then increased their
speed.
·
"Hurry, boys," cried Dick, "and down with it
a s soon as we get over the creek."
The boys fairly raced toward the creek, turning
to ·fire a shot or two at the enemy in every defiance. On came the enemy, more determined than
ever to catch the plucky fellows and make an
example of them. Over the tree bridge went
Dick and the boys, closely pursued by the redcoats. Jack was obliged to jump into the water
to escape being caught, the enemy were so near
him.
"Over with it, boys!" cried Dick.
A s soon as they were all over, except Jack, the
boys laid hold of the tree trunk, others coming
up, having heard the firing and knowing that
there was trouble brewing. Jack came up at a
safe distance from the bridge, and then the boys
toppl ed 'it into the creek, just as three or four of
the redcoats had stepped upon it at the other end.
Splash! With a dozen boys laying hold of the
trunk, and all of them sturdy fellows, full of
determination, there was no questions as to what
would happen, and it did. Down into the creek
went the boys' end of the tree trunk, and three
or four redcoats slid into the water with a loud
splash. The other end remained on the farther
bank, but there was no one who cared to venture
upon it, in the face of the fire the boys kept up.
Jack swam to the bank where there were many
boys ready to pull him out, for he was well liked
and all were ready to help him. Then more and
more of the brave boys came up, having heard
the sound of firing, and wishing to take part in
whatever was going on.
Bob, Mark and a score of the Liberty Boys
came running up, and, seeing the redcoats on t11e
other side, began firing upon them ·with great
rapidity, sending them running away from the
bank in haste. 'The redcoats in the water got out
as fast as they could, evidently fearing that they
wou ld be fired upon, not knowing that the Liberty
Boys never fired upon defenseless foes, as did
Tarleton's men and others.
"That will do, boys," said Dick pres ntly.
"They cannot get over to us and we are safe."
"Don't you suppose the Tories will try to find
out some other way into the camp, Dick?" asked
Bob, anxiously.
"I think likely, but most of the ways in are well
guarded and they would have some trouble in
getting through. Send some of the boys to the
point where they made the attempt last night."
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Mark was despatched with a dozen of the boys
tQ guard the path, while Jack Warren went off to
get some dry clothes on him and to take part in
any other fight that might come up.

CHAPTER IV.-Hol.d ing Back the Red coats.
The redcoats and T ories having left the bank
of the creek, there being no way of getting over
now, Dick presently left the scene of the recent
encounter and went off to join Mark, leaving
Bob and a few of the boys to keep a watch. on the
creek. When Dick and the boys arrived at the
patch which Mark was watching, no redcoats or
Tories had yet appeared, the boys keeping hidden
so as to surprise the enemy when th ey came.
J ack W'arren arrived sh ortly afterward, having
taken hi s bay mare, second only in speed to
Dick's black, in order to make up for lost time.
"Take your mare, Jack," said Dick, as the
dashy boy came up, "and ride along the road by
which the enemy are likely to come, and as soon
as they appear, return here and give us warning."
Jack was always ready to be of service, and he
went off with a dash, the boys cheering him as
he rode away. It was half an hour before the
boys heard the clatter of 110ofs on the road and
knew that Jack was returning, knowing the
mare's step as well as they knew his own.
Sweeping into the path, he halted quickly and
said, s aluting Dick as he dismounted:
"They are coming, captain, quite a force of
them, led by some of the Tories. They expect
to surprise us, but they did not see me, and p erhaps the boot will be on the other leg."
The boys secreted themselves among the bushes
along the path, arranging themselves in such a
manner that they would not g et their own crossfire, and awaited the coming of the enemy. Before long they heard the sound of men mounted
and afoot coming on steadily, and prepared to
receive them. Soon they saw a number of roughlooking men, some of whom Dick recognized, half
in front of the patch and look cautiously about.
"This here is the place," muttered one, in a low
tone, as if he were afraid some one would hear
him.
"There ain't none o' the young rebels about,"
declared another. "Go it, Jim, an' show the
way."
"Show it yerselfl" growled the other, drawing
back. "I don't want ter get shot, I reckon."
"But they ain't nobody around. What yer
skeered of?"
"Wall, if they ain't, then go in yerself. Ye
know the way as well as me, Pete."
Then some redcoats came up, and one of them
said, in a pompou s tone, as though he commanded
all the region :
·
"Well, why are you stopping? Is this the en- trance to the camp of the saucy young rebels?
If so, why don't you go in?"
"This here is the place, cap'n," muttered Jim,
"but they're plumb hasty on firin' on we uns, an'
I 'low we better be a bit kee r ful erbout goin' in."
" Nonsense !" sputtered the British officer.
"'Those young rebels are no shots. What can
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boy$ know about fir ing? Lead the way or I will
think you are coward5 and daren't go ahead."
"\Vall, we ain't no cowards, cap'n," muttered
Pete, "but we don 't ,,·ant ter get shot fur nothin'
an' not be able ter do a thing fur ourseh·es.
Them young rebels is mighty sudden abou t firin',
an' we wanter stan' some show o' gPttin ' in a shot
or two ourselves."
"Is this the way to t11e camp of the young
rebels?" asked the officer, with a wave of his hand.
"It shorely air, cap'n," said Jim.
" " T hen I am going in," the officer said, boldly.
Forward! No rebel youngsters can defy me!"
Along the path rode the officer proudly a number of his men fallowing on foot.
'
Crack-crack-crack-bang I
The enemy had advanced but a few paces before bullets began to sing around them in the
most . alarming fashion. The Liberty Boys did
not k1l_l for the mere sake of killing, and never
took life _unnecessarily, or the loss among the
enemy might have been terrific. As it was a
number of the party received painful fle sh
wounds, and the boastful captain felt the bullets
w~istle dange.rously near his head, singeing his
wig and grazmg the tip of one ear in a manner
to cause his bluster to turn to wholesome fear.
He reined in quickly and said, in an angry tone:
"How dare you fire on me, you impertinent
young rebels, without giving me warning? You
are no gentlemen!"
Then Dick Slater suddenly appeared in the
path, mounted on Major, and said, with a light
laugh:
"Well, . if yo.u want to be told, captain, I tell
you now that if you are not back on the road in
ten seconds my boys will fire upon you. I am
willing to give you warning, since you desire it.
One-two-three--"·
_ The bushes began to bristle with muskets although not a boy could be seen, and the bluste~ing
captain's cou1·a,g-e began to ooze- out at hi!"
fingers' ends.
"Wh-wh-why, this is no-no-nothing b-b-but
mu-mu-murder!" he gasped. "This is not gentlemanly fighting."
"You are wasting time, captain," said Dick
who had nearly reached the limit set by himself'
"I have b?t to raise my hand and my boys wili
fii-e. I th~nk you know what they can do in that
line by thi s time, and I can scarcely believe that
you want to see more of it."
Some of the redcoats began to back out deeming it simply suicidal to remain, and the ~aptain
found his forces rapidly diminishing. 'fhen, in
· attempting to back out, his horse became mired
and the boastful gentleman was thrown into the
mud, emerging therefrom in a most undignified
condition and with his ardor greatly dampened.
The concealed Liberty Boys gave a roar of
laughter, an? the valiant officer picked him self
out o~ the mue and retreated to the solid ground.
as qmckly as he could. The Tories were· not at
all anxious to lead the way into the swamp, and
the redcoats could not get along without them as
had been clearly shown, the result being that the
enemy halted outside and fired a volley into the
bu shes , supposing ·the Liberty Boys to be, still
t.her~, as the musket barrels could be seen prot rudmg as before. They were not musket barrels,
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however, and never had been, being nothing but
round sticks, and the boys had retired at a signal
from Dick, who was no longer visible.
Some of the supposed muskets fell to the
ground and showed what they were, the redcoats
realizing at once that they had been tricked.
'They would not fire another volley, as this would
have simply been a waste of powder and ball, but
they gathered a lot of dry brush, piled it up at
the entrance of the path, and set fire to it, hoping
to burn out the plucky boys. There was too much
green stuff, however, all about, and the fire did
not extend, as. the redcoats had expected. It soon
burned itself out and left a lot of dead ashes as
an indication of the way into the swamp.
After the redcoats had departed, the boys took .
spades and dug through the path, letting the
water overflow it, and thus cutting off the way
into the swamp and to the camp. ·There were
other ways in and out, and the boys could dispense with this one, while the Tories, who di.d not
know all the ways, were cut off of the one they
knew.
''That shuts the Tories out," said Dick, "while
we ..can still get in and out."

CHAPTER V.-Dick Captures the Spy.
After dinner Dick set off on one of the horses
and disguised as an ordinary country boy to see
what he could learn of the enemy, and to get
news of General Gates at the same time if he
could. He did not take Major, as the latter was
too well known to the enemy, and for the same
reason he went disguised, their being so many of
the redcoats and Tories about. He took his way
toward Camden, as it was there that he would
see the redcoats and pick up information if any
were to be had.
Coming in sight of t11e rock upon which the spy
had been perched the day before, Dick looked to
see if he were there, but saw no one, and rode on
at an easy gait till he was abreast of the rock
itself. Proceeding, he p1·esently heard the sound
of hoofs, and soon saw a man coming toward
him on horseba.ck, recognizing him at once as the
man on the rock of the day before, although he
was dressed in a different fashion and had his
hair tied behind him with a black ribbon. The
man looked sharply at him as he came on and
halted as they met, saying:
"Am I on the right road to Camden, boy?"
"Yus, you're on the road to it, but the way
you're goin' you won't get there for quite some
time, I reckon," Dick returned, with a foolish
laugh.
"Why not?" the man asked. "Are the enemy
about, do you mean?"
"I donno who you mean, 'less ye mean the Old
Nick, 'cause he's the enemy o' man, as the parsons say, but ye ain't goin' right if ye wanter
get to Camden."
"But this is the Camden road?"
"It shorely is, mister, but you got yer back to
Camden, an' I reckon you gotter go a right smart
piece afore yet git around to it."
"Then you live in the neighborhood?"
··h:eckon I do," carelessly.

"You know it quite well, I suppose?"
"Shouldn't wonder ii I did, stranger."
"Are there many of the enemy about?"
"What yer mean? I donno who the enemy is
ter you. What ycr mean, hoss thieves, sheep
stealers, Bill Cunningham, or who all?"
"Are there any rebels in the region?"
"Reckon they is a lot on 'em. Was you lookin'
for 'em?"
"You've heard of the Liberty Boys?" giving
Dick a sharp look.
"Shouldn't wonder ef I bad."
"Thev have a camp somewhere about here,
haven't they?"
"Shouldn't wonder if they did."
"Do you know where it is?"
"Over yonder somewheres," pointing in an indefinite manner and taking in nearly the entire
horizon.
"You have been in it?"
"Huh! you take me fur a rebel?" indign·antly.
"No, of course not, but I want to find it, and
I thought you might know where it was and
direct me."
"Huh! what you wante1· go there fur ef you
ain't a rebel?"
"So as to tell the King's troops where to find
the rebels. You're a King's man, aren't you?"
"Me? Shucks, no, I ain't a man ertall, an' I
don't belong to no king; I'm a farmer boy. Do
I look like I lived with a king?"
"You don't know very much, do you?" with a
laugh.
"More than you think!" said Dick, suddenly,
thrusting a pistol under the man's nose. "I know
you, my man on the rock! Surrender or you ai-e
a dead man!"
"Slater, the rebel, as I live!" gasped the other,
suddenly recognizing Dick.
"No, Dick Slater, the patriot," and I)ic.c suddenly wheeled so as to be alongside the spy.
"Get up!"
The man tried to dash and get away, but Dick
covered him with his pi!!tol and said, sternly:
"None of that! You are going with me. There
are no redcoats about for you to give the alarm
to, and I've got you fast."
The spy suddenly attempted to draw a pistol,
but Dick quickly reached over, leaning well to one
side, thrust his hand into the fellow's breast and
secured two weapons, which he thrust into his
coat.
"I will take care of these," he said, shortly.
"I don't know what might happen, Mr. Spy,
and it is just as well to be prepared for an
emergency."
They went on at a less rapid pace now, the spy
presently saying to Dick, who held his pistol conveniently for use at any moment:
"What do you expect to do with me, Slater?"
"Deliver you to the general," briefly.
"Ha! has Gates arrived then?" the spy asked.
"You will see him fast enough," said Dick, who
saw that the spy mean t osurprise him into giving information in regard to the general's movements.
"Gates is nowhere about," the spy muttered.
"You can't hold me, a lot of irrespossible boys
like you. Why, you only play at being soldiers,
you lads!" contemptuously,
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"We have played at it long enough to get considerable experience," Dick 1·eplied1 "and we hav.i
the authority to hang you if ·w e choose."
The spy paled for he saw that there was no
boast in what Dick said, and that he could be as
_good as his word.
"What wou ld you think it worth to let me go,
Slater?" he asked.
Dick flashed his gray-blue eyes upon t he man
and said, sternly:
.
"Do not repeat th:it insult, sir, or you r term of
life will be much shorter than it promises to be
now. Do you fell your own honor, that you think
you can buy · mine?"
The spy flushed and made a sucld<.'n attempt to
snatch the pistol from the young captain's hand.
In an in stant it was at the captain's head, and
Dick hissed:
"I baae \"OU to be careful once before. If I
have occasion to repeat the warning, it will be
to your cost!"
The spy ~cowled at Dick, who he saw was more
than a match for him, greatly to his chagrin,
and in a few moments Dick saw some of the
Torie~ coming along the road on foot .
"Don't you try to give the alarm to those
fellows," said Dick, slipping his hand into the
side pocket of his homespun coat. "I can fire
th is pistol in my pocket as well as anywhere
else."
The Tories, most of whom had their heads or
arms tied up, showing the results of the meeting
\'.>ith the Liberty Boys, turned to one side as the
other two riders came on, Harden, who was the
least hurt of any, saying:
"Good-evening, strangers. \\'here might. you
be going?"
"\Vall, I 'low I'm goin' ter ther camp o' the
Liberty Boys to show this yer gentlemen where
ther young rebels live," said Dick. "He reckons
he kin fetch the redcoats down onto 'em putty
sudden."
"Huh! do you know the way in, boy?" asked
Harden.
"Reckon I do, mister. Giddup ! "
The two went on at a gallop, and the Tories
were soon left behind, out of sight.
"You are a cool hand, Slater," muttered the
spy, admiringly.
"Experience has taught me to make the best of
circumstances," rep li e~ Dick, pistol in hand.
"And you think you will get t.he better of me
an d take me to your miserable little camp?" cont emptu ously.
·
"You need not speak so slightingly of it," with
a laugh. "You will find it very comfortable for
t he short ti me y ou are there. Although it is in a
swamp, you will find it quite well appointed and
n ot at all the squalid, untidy place you think it
i s."
The i::py said nothing, seeming to be musing,
a nd in a short time Dick heard the sound of
;wheels coming along t he r oad t oward them.
Dick Slater possessed very keen hearing, and
he heard the soun d why the spy did not.
"That sounds like the chaise we met yesterday," he thought. "It is t he same h orse a n d it
may be the same passenger. I f it is I shall have
IOJ!le t rouble with my man."
T hen, suddenly t urn ing aside i n to a path
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which led towani th<' ramp, although it was n ot
the one Dirk had intended to take, Dlck Jed the
other horse alcngside, i:.ayir g shoytly:
.. We are going this way now. ~o keep quiet and
say nothing."
Just then the spy hea rd the s'lund of hoofs and
whe,.h;, and realized that 1here might be a fr iend
comir,g. a11cl attempted to seize Dick.
ThP young patriot captain was always on th e
loo k -ou ~, <ind he saw the man's intentions in an
instant.
"I t "ld you to be quiet!" he hissed, giving the
FPY a blow on the head, which caused him to sink
limp and helpless in hi~ saddle.
With a quick motion, l >ick toppled him out of
the saddle and acros~ hi s own, going on with a
double burden. the other horse following.
In a short time the spy lying across the saddle
began to move and to moan, and Dick jumped
down and lifted him off the horse. He placed the
man on the ground in a sitting posture and
brought some wate1· in hi~ hnt from a little brook
nea r by, l1athing the spy's head and face with it.
"You are all right now," he said. "You can
go on in a few minute s. You were very foo lish
to do as you did. Didn't you know that I would
take no nonsense? Th at was your friend in the
chai··e. flid yo·u see him? I did. What is he,
a major?"
"Y Gu are a desperate young villain, Slater,"
muttered the spy.
"I am neither desperate nor a villain . I
warned you, and you saw fit not to heed the
warning. If I had broken your head. it woul d
have been no one's fault but vour own."
The spy said nothing-, and iii a few min utes, as
Dick had said, the young captain got him on his
feet and ran into the saddle and set off toward
the camp of the Liberty Boys. Nearing one of
the ways in, Dick gave a s ignal which the spy
did not notice, simply hearing the call of a bird
as he su pposed. This was to give the boys warn~
ing that he was coming, an<l in a short time some
of them appeared, the spy being greatly surprised
to see them appear with apparently no warning.
."This. is the spy we saw on the rock yesterday,"
Dick said to them. "Take him along. I will go
on a nd see Bob."
Dick then went ahead rapidly a n d fo und Bob
in the camp, telling him what had happened a nd
adding:
'
"Now we've got the fellow, the quest ions is
what to do with him. H e may tell u s what Cornwall proposes to do, and he may refu se to do so.
We, might. se~d ~im to Generl'.I Gates, at Rugeley s, for it is likely Gates will make h im t alk.
We should stay here to learn all we can of t he
enemy, bu t we may be forced to leave."
"The man is a bit surprised I imagine " said
Bob. "Like man y others, he r~gards the '~ebel s '
as they call us, with very little esteem, a n d th~
fact that you were able to deceive a nd t hen capture him has t ouched his pride. W e w ill have to
see whether he will say anything or not."
The boys were greatl y p leased to know that
Dick had captured t h e spy, and were all anxiou s
to see the m a n when he came in. By that time
D ick had put on h is uniform a nd looked ver:i:•
different from the way he had appeared when i"
t he disguise of a country boy. The'"'s py \va11 im-
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pressed by the change, but said nothing, being
placed in a tent under close guard until sent for
by the young captain. He was conducted by two
of the boys to Dick's tent, the young patriot saying to him, Bob und Mark being present:
"You will make it much easier for yourself, sir,
if you will answer my questions without reserve.
You are a spy of the enemy, are you not? W1rnt
is your name'?"
"I have nothing to say," the man replied.
"Well, th:it part is not important. What does
Lord Cornv;allis intend to do, what are his
plans?"
·
"I am not in his confidence and he does not tell
me his plans," with a dogged look.
"You must know something. What is the
strength of the enemy and what move are they
contemi'lating?"
"I told you that I would tell you nothing," the
spy replied. "You will have to get your information elsewhere."
"We may make you speak," said Dick, firmly.

CHAPTER VI.-The Attack on the Camp.
The spy was taken back to his tent, uncertain
as to his fate and ' appearing to be greatly
alarmed by Dick's firm manner. Two of the boys
had signaled that the enemy had been seen approaching the camp, and for that reason Dick did
not question the spy further, deciding to leave
him in suspense and to give him a chance to
reconsider his declaration not to say anything.
When the boys conducted the spy back to his tent,
Dick, Bob and Mark hurried forward, meeting
some of the boys coming from one side of th~
swamp , whence the signals had been sent.
"The enemy are , approaching, captain," said
Jack. "They are coming toward the place where
the tree bridge was, and coming on rapidly and
with some caution so as to surprise us.
"With Tory guides, Jack?" asked Dick. "Were
you there?" .
"No, Harry Thurber sent word ahead by Harry
Judson and Phil."
·
"Get a number of the boys and hurry them to
the creek, Mark," said Dick, quickly. "Send a
party to reconnoiter other parts, Bob. They may
have designs on three or four points at once."
The two boys hurried away in different directions, and Dick quickly sprang into the saddle
and rode at a gallop toward the creek, which was
at present the point most to be guarded. Dismounting shortly before coming in sight of the
creek, Dick advanced cautiously, giving a signal
which the boys there heard and understood, having many of these signals, which were made up
of sounds heard in nature so that they could
communicate with each other without uttering a
word.
Dick now advanced and was met by a number
of the boys, who kept themselves concealed from
the enemy, all going .forward and watching the
farther side of . the creek. The redcoats were
coming on, but not as cautiously as the boys, for
the latter could see them very plainly among the
trees on the other side. They were bringing tree
trnnks with them with which to bridge the creek,

and they had a small field piece, which they
meant to turn upon the boys in case any of them
appeared. At the moments the redcoats reached
the creek and began to get the tree trunks in
position to cross, there was heard the sound of
loud and rapid firing in another direction.
"They want to call off our attention from this
point," said Dick," so as to get into the camp.
That is a very good ide:i, but they don't knO\~
tha t we are watching all the places where they
might get in, and this one most of all, as it is the
one most threatened."
Jack Warren had his bay mare with him, and
Dick sent him off in a hurry to bring up more
of the boys to defend the creek. Bob was at the
place where the firing was going on, and knew
at once that the attack was made only to call off
attention from the creek, and he at once sent a
number of the boys to help Dick.
Putting a number of the redcoats to each trunk,
the enemy now attempted to shove them across
the creek so as to form a bridge. All of a sudden
there was a rattle of musketry, and a number of
the enemy fell, letting go of one of the trees.
This tumbled into the water, and at once the boys
opened fire upon another lot of redcoats. These
lost their tree also, and now there was great
confusion among the enemy, and the field piece
was brought and trained upon the bushes whence
the shots had been fi red. Then it was discharged
but it simply tore away the bushes and did n~
other damage, Dick having withdrawn the boys
to another point. More Liberty Boys now came
swarming up, and opened fire upon the redcoats
so vigorou sly that they were forced to retreat.
Some of the tree trunks had been lost but
others lay on the bank, the enemy bein,g u~able
to use • them on account of the hot fire of the
brave ~oys . The redcoats still kept up a fire at
the pomt where Bob was, but more with the intention of keeping the attention of the boys from
the c_reek than with any hope of forcing an entrance. Bob and his boys held them off, being
well able to do so, but the greater part of the
boys were sent to help Dick at the creek.
Here the redcoats found that they could not
make the advance they had thought they could,
and, more than that, the boys kept up such a hot
fire that they were obliged to fall back, leaving
the tree trunks on the bank. They fired their
field piece, but the trouble was that the boys
were constantly changing tlteir places, and when
the enemy fired at the place where they had la st
been, it was only to find that they were somew,here else.
The redcoats finding at length that there was
no hope of crossing the creek, took their en t i r~
force_ to the point that Bob was defendmg, Dick
being apprised of this in good time, howe , er, :rnJ
sending the boys thither. The point was a (' iffi cult one to force, as the redcoats di<l not kncr v
the paths, and the Tories were afraid to lead the
assaulting parties on account of the hot fi re to
which they would be exposed.
Harden and some others attempted to steal
their way in by another path, and suddenly found
themselves the targets for the muskets of the
Liberty Boys, and hastily retreated. Dick had an
idea that they would try to get in somewhere else,
and he had boys stationed at , all the entrances to
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repel any attempt t o enter. The Tories were remain here, and we will be careful to keep out
glad to get away even with bullets in their arms n ew camp a profound secret."
or legs, and felt that they were fortunate in not
The afternoon had been a busy one. and it
being killed, abjuring the boys, however, for being was well on toward supper by 1he time the
search for the spy was ended. The boys began
so vigilant.
making preparations for le aving the swamp,
'•Blame you pasky rebels, you're too confounded
wide awake!" sputtered Godfrey Worden, who keeping a look-out to see that there were no spies
about, and appearing to be doing only their
h ad led the Tories.
"That's what we are here for!" laughed Sam regular camp work. Dick knew of a place a
Sanderson. "If we had wanted you we woul d mile or two away which would make a ,good
· camp, and thither the Liberty Boys went after
have sent you an invitation."
The Tories retreated and did not try anothe!' dark, moving their baggage rapidly and silently
way of getting in, because they did not know of i::o that no one knew that they had left, the fires
any. Meanwhile the fight was waxing hotter a nd bei ng left burning brightlv and there bein.g
h otter at the point where the redcoats were try- many other evidences of there bein.g still a
ing to force an entrance, and, at length, the leader camp in the swamp. Later that eve:iing Dick
determined not to depend upon the T ories, but to and a number of the boys returned to the vicinity
try and force their way without them. Not kno w- of the old camp and waited to see if the enemy
near
ing- the wa:v, however, they speedily encountered would put in an appearance. T heyitwaited
·was growdifficulties they had not expected, and found them- the creek, and, sure enough, when
the enemy apselves in more trouble than one, being exposed ing late, a strong detachment of a bridge where
to the boys' fire, in danger of being engulfed in peared and began rapidly to build in the day.
the swamp, and at the mercy of the plucky fellows they had tried to build one earlier
Now there was no one to interfere with them,
if they should make a sudden sortie. The hoys
did the latter, and the redcoats were forced 1n and they chuckled with great sati sfacti~n as
re treat, finding that forcing their way through they completed their work and sent men and
the swamp was not the easy matter they had horses over the creek into the swamp. The camp
fires were a iguide to them, and they hurried on,
imagined.
expecting to surprise the sleeping boys.
Dick would not take many prisoners, but he did
"Now then, boys," said Dick, when the last
secure a sergeant, whom he intended to make
a shore time
give information of the enemy. The rest were man had gone over, "a few of u s inredcoats
some
these
took
it
what
destroy
can
doin
time
no
lost
they
and
escape,
to
allowed
into
bright
that
wilh
Over
together.
put
to
time
much
a
camp
the
of
attacking
the
ing so, finding
creek."
the
supposed.
had
they
than
matter
more difficult
The boys would have cheered, but they did
"\Ve are going to have trouble in staying here,
now that the Tories know so many of the ways not want to alarm the redcoats iust then, and
in ," remarked Dick after the redcoats had retired so they all set to work throwing the bridge into
the creek. They all worked, Dick himself takinl{
in dfr,guist, "and it may be as well to leave."
"\Ye don't need to go far," remarked Bob. "As a hand, and by the time the redcoats hadnotdisa
and
Jon g as the Tories do not know where we go and ·covered that the camp was deserted
all in the
so cannot guide the redcoats to u s, it will be Liberty Boys in si,g·ht, the bridge was
expecting to
better to stay in the neighborhood so as to be creek. The redcoats fired a volley,
surprise the boys, but the boys had gone and
able to keep a watch on the enemy."
of getting
"That's just it, Bob," said Dick, "and I think the enemy had gone to the trouble
into the camp all for nothing. The boys waited
we will go away directly after dark."
As the main body of the boys were making till they returned, and then enjoyed their
for
their way to the general camp, two or three of chagrin at seeing that there was no brid@;e
the boys came hurrying alon"' one saying, ex- them to cross on.
"Good-night, redcoats!" laughed Dick, showcitedly:
to put
"The spy escaped during the attack on the ing himself on the opposite bank. "Sorry
you to such trouble, but we really couldn't help
camp, captain."
it, you know. You'll get out, I guess, but it
"Did you see him, Will?" asked Dick.
of
"Yes, and we fired upon him and chased him will take you some time and with the expense
but he got away somewhere in the swamp. Prob- some trouble."
Then the boys rode away laughin.g, and the
abl y you did not hear our shots on account of
redcoats found to th eir chagrin that the plucky
there being so much of it."
"We must search for him," said Dick. "You boys had again gotten the best of them. Th.e
boys in the new camp were highly amused when
know where he got away?"
"Yes, and we made a search there, but there the others told the story of the discomfiture of
were Tories and redcoats all about, and we did the redcoats, and they had many a. good laugh
over the adventure. The boys were not disnot venture out of the swamp. "
Dick took a party of the boys and made a turbed in their new camp, and in the morning
that no
thorou gh search where the suy had plunged into Dick went out cautiously, watching to see way
to·
took h;the swamp, but saw nothing of bim. They saw one observed him going out, and
where he had been and found one of his boots ward the enemy's lines to see what he could
learn.
and his hat, but, on following the trail farther,
"There is a spy to be looked out for," he said
Dick came to the conclusion that he had sucto himself, "as well as the Tories and the redceeded in maki~ his way out of the swamp.
"Well, he canot do us much mischief by being coats and the pompous fellow who goes out f}
free," observed Dick, "for I do not intend to disgui se in a chaise. We are hemmed in ~
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Dick's fi st shot out, took him under tr" hw wit h
the force of a sledge-hammer, and felled him in
an instant. In another moment the redcoats,
i·ushing forward to seize Dick, found themselveR
confronted by a brace of heavy pis•ols in th"l
hands of the young patriot. who said, q uietly:
"Stand where you are, up with your hands,
every one of you. I am Dick S late!·, gentleman ,
but that is all the ,good it w ill do vou. Turn
about, the lot of you, or I will fire . Quick, now.
Three seconds is the limit . One-two-three!"
Every back was turned before the last word
CHAPTER VIL-What Happened In the Tavern
was spoken, and this was said outside the w inAs Dick alighted in front of the tavern and dow, through which Dick had made his wav
hitched his horse to a post, he saw the girl, while still coun ting. Outside, the young patriot
H enry Worthington, approaching, but not kno w- saw Henry Worthington, the girl rnying quickly:
"Make haste, captain, I will send the redcoats
ing if she could recognize him or not, and not
wanting to proclaim himself in such a nub lic the other way. Quick, before they come out!"
"You knew me then, Henry?" cried Dick, leapplace, he went in without appearing to recognize her, and never noticing whether she went ing into the saddel.
"Yes, and feared that something mi1.11;ht happen
on or not. Entering the tavern, Dick took a
seat in a quiet corner convenient to a door and when the spy appeared. I kno w him, and 1'
a window , so that he could make hi s escape in know that he means mischief."
"vVe may stop him doing any more before he
case he were discovered, and ordered something
to eat a n d drink. The redcoats were talking knows it,'' said Dick, dashing up the road.
Henry sent her own horse galloping down
loudly and boastingly of what th-:!y meant to do
:n case the rebels came on, but they did not say the road, and as he disappeared arou nd a bend,
anything which was of Yalue to Dick, and he did the redcoats and Tol'ies came rushing out of
the tavern.
not know if they would say anything el se.
"There he goes!" cried the girl, pointing down
"It is not likely that they know anythilllg," he
thought, "or they would · be sure to let it out, the road. "Can't any one catch him?"
"W'e'll catch the ruffian fast enough,'' mutte red
the most of them being in their cups. The spy
might know something, but he is not here. and the spy, whose jaw was swollen with the blow
Dick had given him. "Jove, hut you are a pret ty
neither is the pompous officer, whoever he is."
At that moment, as the waiting maid set be- girl, and I must have a ki ss."
As the fe llow attempted to put his arms about
fore him what he.-had called for, he saw the spy
came in at the m ain door and advance to the the girl, however, she thrust a pistol und er his
middle of the room. Seeing Dick, he came over nose and said, quickly:
"Perhaps you would like to kiss this, you imand sat in front of the supposed Quaker lad and
pertinent fellow?"
said, with a laugh:
The redcoats were flying down the road, and
"Well, young Broadbrim, this is an odd place
for you to be, tavern where men drink and now the spy, stepping back, muttered, angri ly:
"You won't let me kiss you, and vet you will
carouse. You're out of place."
"Does thee ever ,go to meeting, or, as thee betray Slater, and you are a rebel yourself."
"I am no rebel and I have not betrayed Captain
would say, to church?" asked Dick.
Slater," the girl returned, with a laugh.
"To be sure I do," with a la1;1gh.
"Does not the feel out of place there? Men
"But you sent the redcoats after him. 'There
go there to pray. Thee prays, to, but it is he goes; catch him!' you shouted. Everybody
·
heard you."
spelled different."
"That was my horse,'' H enry' laughed. "Dick
"Ha-ha, Nevins, you've got your answer,"
Slater went the other way. My horse ran off
laughed one of the redcoats.
"This is a public house where any one is free and I wanted some one t o catch him."
"You are a scheming young rebel and you
to come," continued Dick. "It is not necessary
to get drunk. One can behave in a seemly sent the soldiers off on a wild goose chase, know
manner here as elsewhere. Does thee know what in.g that they thought you meant Slater."
Beni amin Franklin found on the s un dial?"
"I can't. help what people think.'' with a laugh,
"No, I dofl't. What did he find on it?"
and the gul gave a long, loud whistle, and in II'
"This very excellent uiece of advice: 'Mind few moments her horse came trotting back t o
your own business.' I recommend thee to bear her.
"I am going to arrest you!" cried the sp y.
it in mind.''
"There's your answer, Nevins," roared one of "Hallo! here is a spy of the rebels; she helped
Dick Slater to escape!"
th e officers, while all the rest laughed.
''Young Broadbrim is eq ual to you, s ir.'' said
Several men came running up and out of the
tavern, the spv attempting to seize Henry.
another. "Better let him alone after that."
The spy looked at Dick closely and said:
"No, you don't!" the girl said, bringing down
"The fellow is no more a Quaker than I am, the butt of her pistol on hip head, as she spran
although he has the talk pat enou,gh . He is upon her horse and da~hea off in the direction
·
Dick Slater, the rebel spy, and he has walked Dick had taken.
Nevins gave a howl of ra.ge and pain and sta.gright into our clutches."
He reached out to seize Dick, springing to his gered backward, being· very unsteady for a rew·
feet .::t the same time, when all of a sudden moments. Then he leaped upon his horse and

dan gers, but we may find out somet hing for all
that."
Dick was dressed as a Quake1· bov, and rode
an ordinary horse so as not to be known, and
for some t ime he went on without meeting anv
one who suspected him. At lengt-h he reached
a tavern where the redcoats went"'often and saw
a number of them sitting at a window.
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set out after the girl, hoping to catch her, as it
galled him exceedingly that a maiden should
have gotten the best of him. He fairly flew
along the i·oad, his horse being a _good one, and in
a short time the girl saw hi.m coming after her.
Just then, however, she cau~ht sight of Dick
proceeding leisurely, having an idea of returning
as soon as the field was clear of the redcoats and
Tories. Henry increased her speed, knowing
that the spy would soon overtake her, and Dick,
hearing the clatter, turned in his saddle and
looked back. Seeing the girl, he halted, and then,
catchilljg sight of the spy, he wheeled and came
toward pursuer and pursued. The spy did not
see him at fii·st, but suddenly Dick shot past
Henry and seized the spy's bridle rein, wheeling
as he did so, and causing the man to tumble
out of the saddle and into a brook at the side
of the road, going in head first with a t remendous
splash and striking the bottom with considerable
force.
"Come on, my girl," laughed Dick, as he reached Henry on her horse and looking back for a moment.
He saw the spy Just scramblini< out of the
brook, dizzy and oonfused and dripping wet. and
then rode on with Henry, leading the captured
h'Srse.
.
.
"This animal is somewhat better than mine,"
he said, "and is a legitimate capture."
"Why didn't you capture the spy, as well, captain?" laughed Henry. "Was a ducking enough?"
"I ,give him a crack on the jaw before that, in
the tavern," replied Dick. "That will do for the
present. He cannot harm us very much as yet,
and the boys will be on the watch for . him."
"He will have very little regard for patriots."
said the girl, as they went on. "I hit him .on
the head with the butt of my pistol for trying·
to kiss me."
"Served him right," shortly. "These redcoats
think they can kiss every girl they meet, no matter what the girls think. You punished him well
for his impertinence."
"The Liberty Boys have moved their camp?"
Henry asked.
"Yes, it was too well known. The redcoats and
Tories cannot find it now, and we will keep a
watch upon them as before."
"I think that Cornwallis intends making some
move against the patriots, but I don't know what
1t is. The Tories have not troubled us since the
day you gave them a lesson."
"What makes you think that Cornwallis is
contemplating some move against us, Henry?"
questioned Dick, interested.
"There is a mysterious looking man who comes
by now and then in a one-horse chaise. He is
plainly dressed, and yet he seems like a person
of importance. I think that he comes from
Camden and is trying to get all the information
he can. He might be Lord Rawdon 11imself, by
his air."
"Yes, I have seen, him; in fact, I nearly had
him for a prisoner, but the sudden appearance
of the redcoats forced me to let him go. I think
he is an officer of high rank, but not so important a persona.ge as Rawdon."
"Grandfather thinks he is Cornwallis," said
the girl.
"I do not. I do not think he is any one as
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important as that, but he has some importance,
and I would like to catch him. You say you see
him frequently?"
"Yes, coming and going on the road with a
horse and chaise, and always dressed in black
with a big wig."
"Yes, he wanted to make me believe that he
was a lawyer, but I know better than that. I
shall set the boys to watching him I think, and
if we can capture him, so much the bet ter."
"Yes, for then you may learn something of the
enemy's plans."
"Your grandfather is .well?" asked Dick. "You
have not been troubled by the Tories?"
"No, we have not, and grandfather is very
well. Some one told the Tories that we had
money, but we have not, and I reckon they know
it now, for thev have not troubled us since you
drove them away."
"Where are you going now?" asked Dick.
"You are not on the way to your home?"
"I am going to visit a friend and shall turn
off at the next road. I am very glad I met you,
captain, for you gave me a chance to escape the
attentions of that man."
"You know him then?"
"Yes, his home is not far from here, and I
have known that he was a spy for some time.
He has spoken to me like this before, and I have
always repelled him. I should. think he would
know by this time. that his attentions are annoying."
"If I catch him at it a1gain I will impress it
upon his mind," said Dick, shortly. "By the way,
he narrowly escaped a hanging the other day.
We h ad him a pri soner, but there was an attack
by the British and Tories on our camp, and he
escaped during the confusion."
Reaching the road, Henry turned off while Dick
went on, leading the spy's horse and wondering
when he would next see the man himself. Dick
rode on into the camp, the boys following, for
they knew by his coming back with another horse
that he must have met with some adventure, and
they wished to hear all about it. They were
greatly interested in what he told them, and Bob
said, with a sputter:
"Well, I'd have had more than the fellow's
horse, but I suppose you had to look after the
girl and so you let him go. She's a clever girl,
Dick, and will do all she can to aid us."
"Yes, and we must do all we can to help her in
return, Bob."
·
"I don't like that spy being about, Dick, for
if he can make trouble for us he will do so in a
minute."
"We will be on the lookout for him, Bob,"
shortly.
CHAPTER VIIl.-An Imoortant Capture.
Dick had determined to capture the mysterious
person who rode up and down in a one-horse
chaise, and whom he had nearly captured once.
After dinner, therefore, he disguised himself and
took a dozen or more of the Liberty Boys, also
disguised, placing some of these on the road at
different points to keep a watch on the thoroughfare, when he went ahead with two or three to
have a look for the man himself. None of the
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boys rode horses which were likely to attract
attention, and yet all were good animals and_ to
be depended upon , although rather rough lookmg
and not the beautiful creatures which the boys
generally rode. With Dick were Jack Warren,
Harry Thurber and Will Freeman, the rest of
the b'oys being scatter ed along the road in twos
and threes, not knowi ng from just what direction the stranger might appear.
Jack Harry and 'Will were all brave boys and
thoroughly trustworthy, and Dick was quite satisfied to have them with him, knowing that he
could depefld upon them and that t~ey were
ready for any adventure. They were gomg along
at an easy gait like a lot of farmer boys taking
a holiday and being in no hurry, and had passed
the tavern where Dick had met the spy that
morning, when Dick heard the sound of a horse
and chaise coming along the road toward them.
"I believe that is our man now, boys," he said.
"Do not appear surprised at anything and be
ready to act at the word."
The boys rode on at the same careless gait as
before, talking together as a lot of boys would
and upon ordinary topics. Presen~ly they caught
sight of, not a chaise, but an ordmary car~ and
in it a roughly dressed man, who looked like a
farmer or drover and not at all like a person of
importance such as they had expected to see.
"That is our man, boys," whispered Dick.
"Don't be deceived by his rough looks, for he is
the very man we want."
The boys were surprised, for none of them
had thought that the rough looking man in the
cart could be the person they sought, and they
would have allowed him to go by without a word.
They knew that Dick hud sharper eves than they,
however and that he was a good reader of character a~d could penetrate disguises when they
could not, and they therefore trusted to his .iud.R'ment knowing it to be good. In the first place,
the ~an in the cart sat straighter than a person
of his apparent station would, and Dick noticed
this and also that the man looked scrutinizingly
at them from under his eyelashes, as though he
were not looking at them at all. Then, although
the horse was hitched to a cart, he was no cart
horse, but a fine animal and not at all the sort
that a mere farmer or drover would have. These
details were observed by Dick in in an instant,
and he was therefoTe enabled to form an ?Pinion
at once and this was that the man commg toward tl~em was the one they were in search of.
The boys went on, and, !ls they reached ~he
man in the cart divided, D1ek and Jack takmig
the right, and Harry and Wil~ the left. This
brought Dick nearer to the dr_1ver, w~o sat on
the left according to the Enghsh .fash10n. The
man in the cart never noticed nor spoke to the
boys and suddenly, at a sig·nal from Dick, W!ll
and 'Harry, who had P!lssed, ~eape~ into the
cart Dick suddenly flashing a pistol m the face
of the driver, and saying determinedly:
"Halt! You are our prisoner!"
The man shot an angry, imperious look at
Dick and attempted to drive on, but in a moment
Harry pulled him backward off the seat, while
Will seized the reins and halted the horse.
"A pla;gue on you, you impertinent young ruffians, what do you mean?" sputtered the man, as

he tried to free himself. "If you are highwaymen or rebels. release me at once. or--"
"He is the man we want, boys," laughed Dick.
"No ordinary farmer would use such language
a s that."
"By Jove! you are the young rebel highwayman whom I met the other day," said the other.
"Neither a rebel nor a highwaym'an, sir," Dick
returned, "as you well know. Search him, boys."
"If you want money." said the man. who w'as
now sitting up on the seat of the cart, "take
what I have and let me 1go. I am a lawyer--"
"You are nothing of the sort," said Dick, taking a letter which Harry handed him. "You are
Major Galbraith, attached to Lord Rawdon's
staff, · and you are out looking for information
of General Gates. We have been looking for you
for some time and--"
At that moment Ben, Sam and Phil came riding up, Ben saying, quickly:
"There are redcoats coming, captain, andhallo !"
"Drive on, boys," said Dick to Harry and Will
in the cart. "You will have to sit on the floor,
Major, with one of the Liberty Boys. Will, you
drive."
Harry quickly tumbled the major most unceremoniously .into the bottom of the cart and
sat beside him, Will driving, while the other boys
rode behind, Dick and Jack igoing ahead.
"We saw this man," laughed Ben, "and took
him for an ordinary driver and let him go on.
You knew beter, did you?"
"The captain did," said Harry. "We woufd
have passed him just as you did. We were looking for an important looking man in a chaise,
and never thought of connecting him with a man
in a cart.''
The boys went on at a 1good rate and could
hear the redcoats coming on, but as the latter
did not see them as yet and probably did not
know that they were on the road, they were in
no great danger.
"Keep on lively, boys," said Dick.
They all went on at a gallop, the cart making
considerable noise, as it was without springs and
not confortable for the man in the bottom, who
was considerably jolted.
"How dare you carry me off, you young highwaymen?" demanded the major. "Release me
at once. If it is money you want, take it and-"
"You are pleased to call u s hiighwaymen, major," said Dick, "and I do not know that it hurts
us, but please dismiss the idea from your mind
that you are going to bribe u s, for you are not.
If you mention it again I shall have you gagged.''
The major said nothing, but when they reached the tavern, he suddenly shouted:
"Hallo! help, rebels, catch the young rebels,
thi s is Slater and--"
Then Harry tumbled him over on his back
and sat on him, saying, in a tone of disgust."
"There! maybe now you will keep still!"
The major kicked and struggled and tried to
get up, when Harry roiled him over upon his
face with his hands behind him, and sat on the
small of his back, holding his hands ancI saymg
with a laugh:
"If you like that any better I don't admire
your taste, but you've got to stay there till you
learn to keep your mouth shut."
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The other boys laughed, and the major kept
because he could not help it, Harry havinig
stuffed a handful of hay in his mouth upon
turning him over.
"That is most undignified treatment for a major{ chuckled Ben.
'Then he should not act in such an undignified manner," retorted Harry. "He acts like a
plow boy, not like a gentleman. "
The boys came up with some of the other
parties, who were out looking for the mysterious
stranger, and Uick told them to return to the
camp, as the man was already captured. The
redcoats probably stopped at the tavern, for the
boys heard no more of them, and at last went
down a little Jane scarcely perceptible to an ordinary rider, and so on into the swamp where
they had their camp. Then Dick allowed the
prisoner to sit on the seat with Will, there being
no longer any dan;ger of his escaping or of attracting any attention. The major did not call
the boys highwaymen any more, and he seemed
greatly impressed by the neatness of the camp
and of the boys and by the 1)rder that prevailed
everywhere, although he still said nothing.
"I will see you later, Major Galbraith," said
Dick. "You must pardon the boys' rough treatment of you, but you are an important prisoner
and we did not mean that you should get away."
"You impertinent youn;g rebels will gain nothing by detaining me," snarled the other, "for
Cornwallis is even now preparing a move against
your Mr. Gates which--"
Then the major suddenly stopped, realizing
that he had said too much and was giving the
boys just the information they were seeking.
"Very ,good, sir," said Dick. "You will tell me
about it l ater,'' and then he had the irate major
taken to one of the tents and placed under a
strong guard to prevent his escape.
"Do you suppose he will · tell you anything,
Dick?" asked B ob, the two being in Dick's tent.
"I may force him to do so, Bob,'' quietly.
"How can you, Dick? He is not a spy but an
officer."
"He is a spy, B-0b, he was not taken in a fight
but in disguise and on a secret mission. If that
is not being a spy, I don't know what is. His
being an officer does not alter the case. I am an
officer myself, and I am a spy as well. So are
you and Mark and many of the boys. The man
was taken as a spy and may be treated as such."
"He may say that he was on some personal
business \\"hich had no connection with army matters."
"He mi,ght say so, sure enough, but these letters and papers would prove the reverse. And
then he does not need to dress as a drover and
ride in a cart. He could go in the ordinary garb
of a gentleman."
"Perhaps he was afraid of meeting some of
us,'' with a chuckle, "and feared we would know
hi m, having seen him in that disguise before." .
"That is just what he did fear, and for that
reason he changed his disguise."
"And but for your sharp eyes would have passed muster. It must be a pretty igood spy that
can get the best of you, Dick."
"Well, I don't think Major Galbraith will, at
any rate,'' quietly. "There is more than the fact
of his being in quest of information that has
~till
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taken him through here in dis!!'uise. It is not
law but it may be Jove. I should not wonder if
the doughty major had a flame somewhere in the
neighborhood ."
"H'm ! I never thought of that," laughed Bob.
"\'i1 hat makes you think so, Dick?"
"Because he need not have made so many
journeyR. The work could have been trusted to
Nevins, who is a spy by profession, but th? ma.ior
doubtless wished to combine love and war, and so
many numerous trips."
"And one too many," with a lau1<.::-h. "He is the
pitcher who has gone too often to the well."
Dick did not go to the major's tent at once,
but kept the man in suspense for more than an
hour, finally sending for the officer to be brought
before him. He was sitting in full uniform , as
were Bob and Mark, when H a rry Thurber and
Harry Judson brought the prisoner in.
"Major,'' said Dick, "what do you know of the
plans of Earl Cornwallis and the other commanders at Camden?" Dick a sked.
"If you think I am a major,'' gro wled the other,
"you do not .treat me according to my rank.
You should have come to see me instead of making me come to you."
"You happen to be a spy, artd therefore you
must come before me,'' in a quiet tone.
"I am not a spy, I am an officer in his majesty's service,'' sputered the other. "You rebel s
have no ieda of the courtesy due to a superior
officer."
"If you are not a spy, why do you go about
the country in di sguise? You could have despatched Nevins to do this \\"Ork."
"Nevins co uld not make Jove to the widow!"
snapped the major. "I want no substitutes in
such affairs."
"Dick was right,'' mutered Bob, with a sly
grin.
"Oh, then you were on other affairs besides
that of seeking information concerning our generals?" .with a smile. "Still, I think you can .g;ive
me the information I want. You admitted a little
while a,go that Cornwallis had some move on foot.
You did not mean to do so, but your habit of
boasting got the better of your discretion. What
is this move that Cornwallis contemplates ?"
"I won't tell you!" blustered the other, coloring. "You shall kill me before I will t ell you!"
"You could not very well tell me after you
were dead,'' dryly, "and I do not mean to wait
till then. I want that information now and I
mean to have it. Otherwise I shall treat vou as
a spy. Make things ready,'' to the boys with
the major.
The officer turned deathly pale and trembled
violently.
"You would not dare to hang me, you rebel,''
he gasped.
"I not only would dare but I will now, within
five minutes, if you do not tell me what I want
to know," said Dick, in a firm, quiet tone, fixinig
his gray blue eyes upon the man as if to pierce,
him.
·
Although the major was a man and Dick Slater
but a boy, the former was cowed, and muttered
in an almost inarticulate voice :
"Cornwallis expects to march upon the rebel
camp to-night and surprise Gates."
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CHAPTER IX.-A Great Reverse.

The major was sent back to his tent and Dick
!;aid to Bob, impressively:
"We must break camp and go at once to
Rugeley's and acquaint the general with this
important piece of news. We do not know when
Cornwallis may march and we must let the general know of this at once."
"Do you think that it is true, Dick?" asked
Bob.
"Yes, the man was frightened into telling the
truth, as I know he would be. Men of that
pompous, self-important disposition are easily
cowed, as you you saw."
"Yes, it was great come down for him," with
a laugh.
Dick at once gave orders to break camp and
leave the neighborhood, for if there was goi:nig to
be a fight, the Liberty Boys would want to take
part in it. The major would have to go along,
as the young captain could never leave him behind under the circumstances. They were all
away in an hour, moving quietly and rapidly, so
that no one in the neighborhood knew anythinig
of their departure nor where they were going.
The Tories had not as yet discovered the locality
of the new camp and they would not be loitering
about it therefore, trying to learn the secrets
of the y;ung patriots, the time. for leaving being
admirably chosen, althou,gh this was partly due
to accident. The major was guarded to prevent
hi'!!- escape, and· the boys marched rapidly, so as
to lose no time in apprisong the general of the
intended move of the enemy.
It was after dark when the advance 1n1ard
heard the sound of some on coming on cautiously.
Dick at once ordered a halt and sent Jack ahead
in great haste to see who was coming, it being
Gates, undoubtedly. Jack Warren rode forward
w ith all haste on his bay mare and was suddenly
halted:
"Who igoes there?"
"One of the ·Liberty Boys. Is . this a part of
the command of General Gates? If it is the
enemy have left Camden and are marching to
meet ·you. At any rate they were to leave Camden to-night."
A light was brought, th~re being n~ moon now,
and Jack was seen to be m the Continental uniform.
"Where are the Liberty Boys?" an officer asked him.
"Just back of u s. I was sent ahead to warn
you in case you might fire upon us by mistake."
"How do you happen to be here?"
"Because we learned of the intended departure
of Cornwallis and came to warn the general and
to11get out of the enemy's way also, and to be
in the fight if there is one.'~
The officer laughed, and Jack was sent back to
bring up Dick and the advance guard. Dick
came on, saw some of the officers and told his
story, bringing forth his prisoner as evidence.
They did not know whether to believe the story
or not but at any rate Gates decided to push on,
and, if the enemy h ad not left Camden, to attack
it, and if they had, then there would probably be
u battle anyhow. They rested for a time and
then 'pushed on rapidly but· with great caution,
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the sandy road givi~g out little sound, and no
one uttering a word. Thus they went on till
about two in the morning, when they suddenly
met the advance guard of the enemy, neither
knowing th at the other was coming until they
met. The enemy opened fire upon them and there
was great confusion in a moment.
The British forces consisted of two regiments
under Webster, who was afterward killed at
Guilford, Tarleton's Le,gion, Irish volunteers,
some North Carolina troops and Byran's Loyalists under command of Lord Rawdon, the enemy
bringing four pieces of artillery under command
of Lieutenant M'Leod. The American troops
comprised Armand's Legion, Porterfield's infantry, Armstrong's infantry, two Maryland
brigades under Gist and Smallwood, all commanded by DeKalb, the N orth Carolina division
under Caswell, the Virginia division under
Stevens, and a rearguard of volunteer cavalry,
among whom were the Liberty Boys as a reserve.
'
·
The most profound silence was commanded
and instant death wae threatened to the soldier
who first fired a igun. The air was sultry and
there was only the light of the stars to guide
them, there being no moon, and everything being quiet, tiot a footfall being heard in the deep
sand, neither army being aware of the other's
approach until they m et. Some of Armand's men
were killed at the first fire, and so sudden and
unexpected was the attack that the division fell
back in disorder upon the first Maryland brigade.
This column was broken by the shock, and the
whole line was in confusion, when Porterfield
bravely rushed forward and attac:{ed the enemy's
advance ig·uard, Armstrong attacking on the right
and checking the advance.
Both armies now halted, Porterfield, who had
been badly wounded, being taken to the rear.
The position of the British was more advantageous than that of the Americans, as they had
crossed Sander's Creek and were l!,'Uarded in the
rear by a swamp, the patriots being in an open
wood with their flanks exposed to attack. After
the .first excitement of battle had passed, General
Gates called a council of war, and the matter
was discussed. It was possible to retreat but
no one proposed it, and at length Gates asked
for an exnression of opinion.
"It is now too late to retreat,'' replied General
Stevens, and there was silence, broken by Gates
who said :
"Then we must fight. Gentleman, take your
positions."
The British army formed in line for battle,
the right under the command of Webster, and
the left under Rawdon, and waited for dayli1ght.
The patriots, recovering from their panic, formed in battle order, Gist on the right with the
Maryland and Delaware troops, Caswell with the
North Carolina militia in the center, and Stevens
·with the Virginias on the left, the first Maryland
brigade under Smallwood being' in reserve. As
soon as it was light (:;nough to see the battle
began, the American guns opening fire upon the
enemy wh ile they were maneuvering for position.
'!'hen \Vill iams and Stev1:ns pressed forward upon
the British right and made a bayonet charge,
Webster attacked them with great vigor and
scattering the Virginians. Many of the North
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Carolina militia fled at the first fire in ,great
ccnfusion. and the efforts of Steven s. Caswell and
even of Gates himself were unavailing to ra!lv
them. Gist and DeKalb bore the brunt of t he
figh t, and Cornwallis, perceiving this, hurl e<l his
entire force upon them, succeeding finallv in
breaking- the line and causin~ them to fall back.
The Liberty Boys were fighting desperately
with Gist an<l Smallwood, and maintained their
ground with great determination until the shock
came, wheP they were forced to fall back with
the rest.
DeKalb fell, pierced with eleVPn
wo und ~. and was only . saved from instant death
by his lieutenant, who wa!\ himself badly wounded. Tarleton's cavalrymen butchered many of the
militia, and for more than two miles the open
wood was strewn with the dead and dying. The
Liberty Bo<VS were in great distress, for they
saw men cut down after begging for quarter, and
did not know when a like fate might be theirs.
The battle might have been won but for the
cowardice of some of the troops, and now defeat
and capture stared them in the face. Hemmed
in by dangers, thPy were in distress. indeed, and
the 1gr~atest courag·e was needed to get them out
of it. Dick saw the swamp where he knew he
would be afe. but to get t o it he must either
make a detou1: through most dangerous ground
or cut his way through a considerable force of
the enemy. This was the shortest way into the
swamp, but there was the possibility of losing a
number of his brave boys , and he would not
sacrifice them.
"I am going to pretend t o char.g-e these fellows, Bob ," he said, "to attract their attention
from my real move. I am going into the swamp
over that half-submerged stretch and then
around by the edge of the wood.
"You can get there, Dick?" anxiously.
"Yes, the ground is solid under that water,
and the redcoats will not dare pursue u s. That
will ,give us a chance to make· the detour."
The Liberty Boys ' buglar sounded the charge,
the color bearer waved the flag valiantly, and
the brave boys came dashing down upon the
redcoats with a shout. Other redcoats joined
the first division and made ready to receive the
boys, leaving the way open to the submerged
ground. All of a su dden the boys wheeled and
rode straight for this, the enemy beini11: at a loss
to know what they were about. Across the
submerged stretch they went in safe ty, by which
time they were well ahead of the enemy, and
making for the wood. The redcoat& dared not
follow them, and by the time they could reach
them by the only other available path, they
would be far away.
On they went along the edge of the wood and
into the swamp, regarded as impassable by many,
but safe for those who knew the way in. The
redcoats pursued them but too late to accomplish
anything, and the plucky fellows disappeared in
the swamp and were safe. The way in was
dangerou s, and they could defend the narrow
path with a handful of boys aigainst hundreds of
redcoats. Gates and Caswell hastened to Bugeley's, hoping to check and rally the militia, the
Liberty Boys remaining in the swamp until they
.should r EC(·ive orders, meantime watching the
enemy. T :•<' ·<: were enemies ail about them, the
Tories W(;ul,. ueaay them to the redcoats if they
0
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could. there wa> a dangerou~ march before them,
if they left 1he swa mp. and there was the difficulty of obtaining supp lies if they remained in it,
ancl yet they must do this, for a time at least.
"We must stay here for the preoent, boys,"
said Dick, "but the enemy do not know where
we are, and it is a diffi cult matter to get to us.
The Tories arc the only ones who can possibly
find u s, and we mu~t be on the watch for them."
" ' Ve have lost our prisoner," said Bob, the
major having escaped i.n t he confu sion of the
first attack, "but. at any rate, he did not tell
the enemy that Gatt>s "·as coming."
"'Ve have no especial neE'd of him now," Dick
replied, with a smi le, "and we did take down
his pride considerably. I do not so much care
to get hold of him as I would like to capture that
spy."
"I would like to catch the major," declared
Mark , "to show him that even if we were beaten
this time, we are not discou raged, and mean to
keep up the fi,ght."
"Well, if you can get hold of him without any
p;rPat t rouble," la ugh ed Dick, "do it by all means,
but look for the spy rather than for the major."
The boys set about putting their camp in order,
attending to the wounded, renairing saddles and
harness and doing other necessary work, all this
keepin1g them occupi ed till night, when tlie
pickets were set and they took a needed rest.

CHAPTER X.-Dick In Sore Straits.
'\

There was no alarm during the night, and in
the morning Dick and a small part of the Liberty Boys left the swamp cautiously to reconnoiter the neighborhood. There were enemies
about, but these did not seem to '.ius pect the presence of the gallant fellows in the swamp, and
were making no effort to besiege them or t o send
any one to C:_·ive them out.
"We will remain here for a time," said Dick,
"although we wo uld be at a ,greater advantage
if we were in our old camp. We would not be
suspected at all h ere, for they would never suppose that we had returned to it. We could sally
out from it and do a lot of mischeif, and no one
know where we came from or where we went."
"That would be a saucy thing to do," laughed
Bob, "but we have been called saucy young rebels
so many time that we would only be carrying
out our reputation."
The boys were disguised and did not keep all
together, meeting occasionally and comparing
notes. Presently Dick was alone, and, riding
carelessly along the rough road, came upon Godfrey Worden and Hugh Harden comin,g on foot
and talking animatedly together.
"Well, we've druv the rebels out," Dick heard
Harderi say, "an' now they ain't no one to look
arter ole Worthington an' hi:.. gal, an' I aon't
see why we cain't go there an' git that there
money what they've got hid around the place,
an' tote ther gal off besides."
"Reckon we kin," mutered Worden, and then
the . two men suddenly saw Dick and stopped
talkmg. A s he came on, they looked at him
~losely but failed to recognize him, . Harden say- _

rng:
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Lookin' fur any one?
"Mornin', stranger.
Hain't 'quainted about yer be ve?"
"Yus I be an' I'm lookin' fur a feller named
'Uigh Harden ter serve him with a _pap~f f~r
sheep stealin', do ye know where he lives? said
Dick.
"He don't live yer no more," returned Harden.
"He moved away last week."
"Then there's another feller by ther name o'
'Worden what's g;ot a warrant again' him fur
settin' fire to barns. Where does he live?"
"He's went away too, ye won't find neither of
'cm" mut ered Worden, and both the men went
on ~t a more rapid gait than that at which they
had been going.
"Those fellows will keep out of the way for a
time," laughed Dick, when th_e Tories were out
uf hearing. "So, _they are gomg to rob. t~e old
man are they? Well, I must prevent this.
P~oceedin"" at a rapid gait, Di.:k saw a few
redcoats he:'e and there in the di stance, but as
they did not seem to be doing anything in particular, he did not worry about them, but went
on as far as the cabin where Henry Worthington
and her grandfather lived. He found them both
at home and very glad to see him, both giving
him a most hearty welccme.
"There was a disastrous battle, I hear, capta in," remarked the old man, sadly. "I am sorry
for that."
"Yes, it was a sad day for us, sir,'/ Dick replied, "but we .are not discourag2d. The war is
not yet over by any mean s, and one victory for
the enemy does not mean that they will succeed.
However, that is not what I came to speak about.
Some of these Tories m tend to come to the cabin
to-ni1ght to rob you and perhaps carry off Henry."
"But"I have nothing to be robbed off except
my granddaughter,'' said the old man.
"Worden and Harden and the rest have always
had an idea that we have a lot of money,'' adcled
the girl. "We h ave told them time and again
that we have n ot, but t];ey will not believe it."
"Being such liars themselves they imagine
every one else is the same," observed Dick, dryly.
"Harden has a son who is anxious to marry
me, or at all events he says .he is,'' Henry continued, "but if there was not another man in the
whole world I would not look at the fellow. He
is a Tory, drinks and gambles, and he is an evil
fell ow in every way."
"Well, we will be here to prevent any such
business being carried out,'' Dick declared, "so
do not be alarmed. You have a pistol, have
you not? Well, here is another, so that you will
be well provided. These Tories must be shown
that they cannot carry things with the high hand
that they think they can."
"How did you know that they were coming
here, captain?" asked the girl, greatly interested.
"We have not seen any of the Tories for some
time, and thought that thev had gone away, or,
at any rate, given up their evil vtays."
"The success of the British has emboldened
them, and the Liberty Boys will have something
to do to keep them under. We can do that, at
any rate, and these fellows will find that we
are ready for them at all times."
"We are greatly obliged to you, captain," said
the old settler, "and we shall be grateful for any
assistance you can give us, although I hope that

that the Tories will give up the idea of coming
here."
"If we can find them ahead of time, they will,''
dryly, "but if not, we will be here and prevent
their doing any mischief."
"I was goin,g out shortly to sell some baskets
I have made,'' said the p;irl, "but I shall be almost
afraid to do so if these ruffians are in the neighborhood."
"Take your pistols with you,'' suggested Dick,
"and lock up the cabin before you leave, and I
do not think you need have any fear."
Then Dick rode on at a good pace toward
Camden to see if he could pick up any information. Reaching the tavern where he had had
an adventure a few davs befo1·e, Dick saw a
number of redcoats in the place and concluded
to go in and see if he could learn anything. He
tethered his hores to the nearest hitchinig post,
nearly all of them being in use, and entered the
tavern. If he had had Major with him it woul~
not have been necessary to tether him, as the
intelligent animal w;1s accustomed to standing
without being- tethered, but Major was too well
known to the enemy to risk being taken along,
and Dick had taken an ordinary animal· ·that
v;puld not attract attention.
Entering the taproom of the tavern, Dick took
a seat where he could make his escape in quick
order in case he was surpi·ised, natl called for
something to eat and drink, looking like a plow
boy and not likely to be taken for the dashing
young soldier he was, except by men with the
keenest eyes. He saw nothing of either the
major or the spy in the place, and he was not
afraid of any one else. He ordered some bread
and cheese and buttermilk, and while eatin.g- and
drinking kept his eyes upon the doors and listened to the talk of the redcoals. hoping to
pick up a few bits of information. The hdcoats
were talking mostly upon personal matters, of
how many tankards of homebrew they could
drink, of the girls they could marry if they choos~
of how they had cut clown so many rebels, and
of others things of no interest to the patriot, who
was sick of all this boasting, and he was bebinning to despair of hearing anything important, when in stalked the major in full regimentals, and looking more important and pomp.
ous than ever.
"There is too much unseemly noise in the
place," said the major, glarinLg- about him. "One
would never think that you were gentlemen of
the army but only pothouse brawlers."
"I have seen you rolling under the table yourself before now, major, singing a rollicking song,''
laughed another major. "How about your suit
with the rich Tory widow? Is it off? You were
gone a long time, and when you returned it was
in the disguise of a drover. I heard that you
were a prisoner of the rebels in§tead of visiting
the fair widow. Is that the truth, major?"
There was a burst of laughter from all, for
the major was evidently not in favor with his
fellow officers, high and low, and Galbraith grew
fiery red in the face as he looked about the 1·oom
to see who had laughed. It would have been an
easier matter to see who had not laug·hed. as all
the redcoats had done so and were still doing it.
The major's eyes lighted upon Dick, sitting in a
corner and the mention of rebels had started his

.
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ideas to running in that direction, so that in a
moment he shouted:
"By Jove! fire and furies, thunder and lightning! there's the youn,g rebel now, and you sots
n ever discovered him! Seive him I There is Dick
Slater now, sitting in the corner. By Jove! I
-will teach you roisterers your duty!"
A s he spoke he was across the room, rushing
at Dick, ready to arrest him and show the hilarious r edcoats what he could do. Dick, seeing
that all eyes were turned upon him and that
he must escape at once, sprang upon the table
under the window and then upon the window
seat. After him went the ma jor, determined
to capture him and have revenge for having been
a pl'isoner to the Liberty Boys and being compelled to give them information of great value.
The major seized Dick as he was on the window
seat about to leap out, and it was an unfortunate
thing for him that he did. There was a big
water butt under that window and it was full
of rainwater with no cover over it. Dick saw
thi.s in a moment and then sent him flying
through the open window headfirst into the butt
of water. Splash!
"Come and pick the major out of the water
and hang him up to dry!" laughed Dick, as he
fire d two or three rapid shots at the redcoats
to prevent their following too rapidly, .1;ivinig
some of them some nasty flesh wounds.
Then he leaped to the ground, avoiding the
·water butt, where the major was now floundering to the great delight of a number of Tories
who had come up. As Dick ran to the hitching
post to ig·et his horse, Nevins, the spy, suddenly
sprang up and grappled with him, calling out
loudly:
"Ha llo! this is Slater, the spy, seize him! Don't
let him get away, there is a price on his head."
There was a fierce strlljg"gle between Dick and
the spy, and the young patriot would have won it
had not a number of the Tories run to the aid
of the spy. Dick was overpowered and seized
at the same mom,ent that the lan dlord with a
pitchfork in his ll.and, fished the maior out of
the watel' butt and held him up by the seat of his
breeches to the ridicule of the crowd of Tories
and l'edcoats. Then the fork sliped out of the
landlord'~ hands, and the major was dropped
most unceremoniously into the mud, whereupon
thel'e was another howl of derisive laughter. Up
jumped t he major, all mudy and dripping, and,
s!rnking h;s fi st at Dick, said:
"Hang the rebel! He is a spy and deserves
hanging. Hang him upon the instant !"
"\Ve had beter try him first, major," said one
of the offi::ers, who had no love for the major.
"Hang hm, I say, without judge or jury!"
thundered the major. "Have I no voice here, I'd
hke to know?"
"Yes, but yours is not the only voice. We
cannot act in this high-handed fashion. Even a
rebel has some rights."
'There were others who thought the same and
their judgment prevailed, and Dick was taken
to a'l upper room in the tavern and locke.d up, a
guard being· plac~d outside the room with orders
to shoot him at the first attempt to escape. The
suy came rn, 1~cc ompaniecl by another guard, for
the sake of s1.1.fety, althougl1 Dick had been disai-me1.!, and ::ouid with a leer:
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"Wdl, 8la;•!r, you will hall(g this time fa st
enough. We have got you at last and your time
of usefulness to the rebel cause is ended."
;'So you think," replied Dick, carelessly, happening to look out of the window at the moment.
"Yes, and I know!" with a laug"h, "What are
you looking at out there? At the men fixing
the gallows? You won't have much time, so
you • ad better look at the trees and the sky
and the rest of it while you can."
Dick said nothing, turninig- away from the window. He had seen Henry Worthington in the
dooryard outside, and she had seen him and
waved her handkerchief to him, there berng no
one else out there at the time.
"What will you give me if I let you gu, Slater?"
whispered the spy, coming close to Dick.
For reply Dick knocked the fellow down and
said, in a burst of indignation:
"You should know better than to make such
a proposition to me, you scoundrel! Don't you
dare to repeat the insult or I will throw you out
of the window!"
The spy would have drawn a pistol, but the
guard hurried him out of the room, and Dick
was left alone.

CHAPTER XI.-A Brave Girl to the Rescue.
When all was quiet a.gain, Dick looked out of
the window and saw Henry Worthington standing under a tree near the tavern. There was a
rope hanigi11g from one of the limbs, but it had
not been put there to hang any one with. It had
been doubled and had held a board upon which
the children of the neighborhood had been wont
to swing, but it was now broken at one end and
trailed on the ground. The girl fastened the
board to the free end and began swinging it back
and forth, each time hiil{her than before. Dick
saw the girl'se design and opened the window.
Henry swung the rope higher and J1igher, the
board on the end helping to do this, and at last
Dick was able to catch it as it reached the
window.
Then he waved his hands, climbed out upon the
sill, and, putting his feet upon the swing board 1
swun,g off and through the air to the tree. Her
he suddenly dropped, just as the spy came around
the corner of the house. The man was abou t
to call out, when the girl sprang in front of him ,
put a pistol to his head and said:
"I reckon you hadn't better say anything just
·
yet. Get on your horse, captain."
Dick relieved the spy of his pistols, and then,
cutting off a length of rope, bound the man's
hands behind him.
"I think I might as well t<i.ke you with me,
Mr. Nevens. You are apt to make trouble if I do
not. Bring up the horses , Henry."
"By Jove! but you are a plucky _girl as well as
a pretty ones," muttered the spy.
Dick pulled off the man's neckcloth and stuffed
it in his mouth.
"You mi.ght be saying something besides foolish co~pliments," he said, "and there is nothin .~
like berng prepared."
The spy evidently thought a number of uncomplimenta1·y things concerning Dick, to judgi!
by the expre s~ ion of his face, but he could not
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say them and so it did not matter. Henry came
up with Dick 's horse and another one, saying:
"I did not kn ow which horse belonged to him
:md so I took anyone. I also untied the rest of
them, and they !=an be set free in a moment."
"How did you know I was here?" asked Dick,
as he helped the spy into the saddle at the point
of a pistol and with the aid of the other
m.
"Why, you know I came down this way to ell
my basket," with a lau,gh. "Then I saw you
and made up my mind to--"
The girl suddenl y paused as a shout was beard
from the tavern. Dick's absence had been discovered, one of the redcoats having gone up to
get him to take him to Camden. There was a
shout from the window and another from the
tave1•n, as the redcoats came swarming out.
Henry ran to where the horses of the redcoats
stood, gave each a lash with a rope and set them
to dashing off to the road, next springiT11g to
the saddle herself and joining Dick. The redcoats fired a volley at the brave girl and at the
young patriot, but hit the spy -instead, giving
him a bad wound in the sho ulde r. Dick steadied
him in his saddle, and said :
"You can thank your friends, the redcoats,
for that, and if they had· been better shots you
might have been killed."
. The spy muttered something and Dick took the
gag out of his mouth, saying :
"You cannot give the alarm now, so we will
relieve you of this. I had to do it for a sho1·t
time."
"You'll catch it for this if I get away, Slater,"
growled the man.
"I don't intend to let you get away, if I can
help it," mutered Dick. "You did once, but you
.. night not another time."
They presently heard the redcoats coming on
behind them, and, reaching a point where there
were two r oads, the girl said:
"I'll take this road, captain, and puzzle the
redcoats."
Then she darted down the other road, Dick
keeping along the one he was on till he heard
some one coming toward him.
"That sounds like more redcoats," he thought.
"If it is, I shall have t o let this fellow go."
The spy did not hear the clatter of hoofs as
soon as Dick did, and in fact, the redcoats were
almost in sight before his ear cau,g-ht the sound.
Then it was Dick who first saw the redcoats,
dashing down a side path toward the swamp and
letting the spy go on at a gallop. Dick was gone
before the man saw the redcoats and gave a
shout.
"Hall o! there goes Dick Slater, the rebel spy,
stop him!" he yelled, excitedly.
When the redcoats came alon.g and released
him, some of them knowing him, he tried to show
them the way that Dick had gone but could not.
'rhen the other redcoats came up and learned
that Dick had escaped. Some of them had gone
down the other road after Henry, and so there
were fewer after Dick a nd after all he had g otten away.
"You ought not to have let him get away,"
said one of the officers to the spy. "\Vhy didn't
:vou call out?"
"With a pistol under my nose?" retorted the
other. "How. m1,1ch do you t hiJ1k you would have

said under the circumsta n ce~? It's easy enough
to talk, but just get into the same position yourSE:Jf and see what you'll do, my fine fellow."
The redcoat did not say anything, and the spy
went off to see if he coul d find l>ick. Dick in
tht> meantime kept on, havin.g learned little, but
having escaped from the redcoats through the
efforts of a brave girl who was always r·eady t o
help the JJatriots and upecially the Liberty Boys.
Later he saw the girl again, as she had come
across country and met him as he was joggi~
along at a god pace, having come into the road
he had left.
"Well, vou got around again, I se~," said Dick,
with a s mile.
"Yes, the redcoats were after me and so I
cut across and let them go on. They may be
(l!,Oing yet," with a laugh.
"You did not meet the ones who were after
me?"
"No, and I reckon they must have gone back."
"There were redcoats coming both ways a nd I
turned off, having to Jet the spy go. They probably returned in the direction of Camden."
Dick and the girl went on together for a time,
and then she turned off to go to the cabin, while
Dick continued on his way to the camp.
"We shall have to go there to-ni.ght," he said
to Bob, when he reached it and changed his
clothes. "Those Tories will have to be attended
to."
"They need a good thrashing," snuttered Bob.
"Any one might know that the poor old man has
no money, but I think that is just an excuse and
that old Harden wants to run off with the girl
to marry her to his son."
At/ abou t dusk, Dick, Bob and a number of the
boys set out for the cabin of the old man to wait
for the Tories and give them a surpri se. When
they iOde up, they found everything quiet, and
Dick ,gave a . ignal which he knew the girl knew,
and in a moment she came out. Some of the boys
went into the cabin, while ethers remained near
the road or on the edge of the swamp back of
the cabin. \Vh en it grew dark there was no
light in the cabin, and the boys kept quiet, so
that there did not seem to be anybody about, the
old man and the girl having g·one to bed. In
about an hou r, Dick listening at the cabin door,
heard some one coming, and si.gnaled to the boys
to be on the lookout. At last a number of men
were seen dimly coming a long the road, and Ben
Spurlock heard one of them say :
. "There's the cabin and now to get the gal, and
1f the old man has any money, get hold of it and
if he makes any fuss, kill him !"

CHAPTER XII.-Routin g Tories and Redcoats.
Th ere was only a narrow pa/..h fr om the road
to the cabin, s wampy ground on both sides
of it, but the men knew this and advan ced
cautiously, on e carryin,g a lantern, which he
held in front of him near the ground.
"Hold it up, you Jim," said some one in a gruff
voice, and the Tories all thought it was one of
their number.
It was not, however, but Dick Slater, who now
gave a signal to the. boys near the cabin. Th•
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man with the lantern held it up, and all of a sudden there was the hoot of an owl and a whirring
of wings, and then the lant ern was struck from
the bearer's hands and fell into the swamp, where
it went out. It was not an owl that had struck
the lantern but a lump of mud hurled by Sam
Sanderson, who had imitated the hooting of the
bird of ill omen s·o naturally that the men were
all deceived by it.
"Gosh ! what's that?" e..xclaimed the man who
had had the lantern.
"It's a blame owlf that's what it is. What
made ye hold u1J the antern fur?"
"Becos ye done told me," with a ,growl.
"No, I didn't! Wull, never mind, there's the
cabin, go ahead."
The men went on and all of a sudden there
was the sound like the bellow of a calf, and something came running along the narrow path with
noi se enough for three calves. It was half a
dozen of the boys stepping close together, and
with their hands on the shoulders of the boy
in i;ront. Bob was in the lead, and being well
built and stronig, was a good leader for the
human battering ram that suddenly hurled itself
agains the Tories. Over went the leader and
the two men behind him into the swamp, the
others taking to their heels and getting out of the
way. The boys retreated quickly and the ruse
they had adopted was not discovered, the men
believing that a straycalf had run out from
behind the cabin and upset them.
"Blame the luck, who'd have thought that calf
would send u s all inter the ditch?" growled
Harden, getting out with some trouble. "Come
<in, we gotter ' have that gal and the money, too,
if there is any."
The men advanced again, and when they were
all on the path, Dick gave the signal and the
boys in the road advanced upon them. Then
Dick and his boys came out, and Dick said, in a
, loud voice:
"Now then, boys, charge upon the ruffians.w
Dick and his boys, charged upon one side, and
the boys in the road advanced on the other,
thr owing the Tories in a panic. They all t um·
bled into the swamp and had to get out as best
they could, the boys laughing heart ily at their
discomfiture. In a short time the Tories were
all gone with no chance of their coming back,
and then Dick and the boys went away, satisfied
that Henry and the old man would :not be again
troubletl that night. Then the boys went back,
and nothing happened· durinLg- the night to causo
them the slightest alarm. In the morning Bob
set out on horseback with Jack, Ben, Sam and
a few others, Dick going off in another direction
with anoaher party. They wanted to see what
the redcoats we;re doing and to keep a watch
upon the Tories as well. Bob and his boys were
riding along at an easy pace and were not far
from the lane leading to the cabin, when they
heard an uproar of some kind just ahead of them.
At once the boys dashed ahead and soon saw
a number of the T o1ies trying to carry off Henry
Worthington, the girl being on horseback. With
a roar the boys dashed on, dismounted when .they
reached the Tories , and caught every one of
them, there being Harden, Worden, Minton and
some others, Harden's son among them. The
men were quickly stripped to the waist and tied
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up t o the trees at the side of the road, the
boys taking· stout birch and hickory switches
and giving them a good beating. T he Tories
at first howled and kicked and threatened, but
at last they begged and whined to be let off
from any more punishment, promising not to
make any more trouble. The boys wore the
switches out, and then went away, leaving the
men to get loose as best they might, Bob saying:
"You ought to have had this last n1ght to teach
you sense, but I ,guess you will behave yourselves
after this."
After they had gone a little way on, the boys
saw from a bit of rising ground a number of redcoats coming their way.
As soon as the r edcoat s appeared, Bob set up
a shout and cried :
"Charge, Liberty Boys, down with the red·
coats, set them to running, igive it to them!"
Then, making noise enough for three times
their number, the daring boys charged full tilt
upon the redcoats, delivering a volley to make
all the more noise. It seemed to the redcoats as
if there were Liberty Boys coming on in all
directions, and they broke and fled in the greatest alarm, the two forces chasing them for half
a mile and capturing a number of horses, besides
picking up a number of swords and muskets and
a quantity of ammunition left by the enemy.
When the boys returned, they found that the
Tories had managed t o free themselves and had
departed no one knew whither, and would probably not show themselves around there for some
time. They did not, in fact, and the boys were
not troubled by them again as long as they remained in the neighbor hood.
Dick and his party now ·came up and repo1·ted
that they had seen redcoats a short di stance back
a nd that they had enough boys now to tackle
them. The boys rode on until they were near
the place where Dick had seen the redcoats and
then halted, the young captain igoing ahead
cautiously with one or two of the brave fellows,
at length pausing in sight of the wood, there
being a creek upon one side.
"There they are!" said Dick. "Run back, Sam,
and bring up the others."
Some of the redcoats were enjoying a swim
in the brook, while others were sitting or standing
about, smoking pipes, playing cards or talking
carelessly, there being no thought, evidently, of
any enemy, nor of having anything to do except
enjoy themselves. When the boys were heard
coming, Dick signal to them and in a moment
the bugles sounded, the drums beat, the colors
waved and the troop of brave lads went charging
into the wood with a shout. Then there was the
biggest kind of a scramble, naked men hurrying
out of the water and grabbing their clothes,
smokers throwing aside their pipes and running
for their muskets, men jumping up from the
ground and running for their horses, and the
utmost confusion prevailing everywhere.
The boys dismounted and pursued the enemy
through the wood and along the creek , tumbling
some into it without waiting for them to get
their clothes off, seizing horses and muskets, and
producing nothing less than a panic among the
The gallant Major Galbraith wus
redcoats.
among the number, butt instead of rallying hAs
men, he went tearing through ihe wood aru4

'>
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down the road without hat or wig and perspiring
like an ox, the boys screaming with laughter
at the sight. When the enemy were '~el~ scattered, Dick called back the boys, and picking up
the spoils they all mounted their horse and rode
back to the camp, laughing nearly all the way
at the ridiculous pli,ght of the enemy.
The Liberty Boys remained quietly in camp
t hat day and part of the next, when Dick set out
with Bob and a small party of the boys to learn
what they could of the enemy, and called upon
Henry and her grandfather at the cabin on the
edge of the swamp. They went to the c.abin
first finding the girl and the old man all nght,
not having been again vi sited by the Tories, and
then they went on toward Camden. When they
came in sight of the inn they saw the spy comi~ out, and at once gave chase, the man leaping upon his horse and going up the road at -a
gallop.
CHAPTER XIII.-The Spy Comes to Grief.
"After him, boys!" cried Dick; "the fellow
must not escape us th is time. Forward!"
The boys urged their ho1·ses forward, and the
spy quickJy realized that he would .be overtaken
if he kept on. He darted down a s1~e lane, hoping to get away, ~ut in a moment D1~k, Bob .and
Jack were after him, the other following rapidly.
Then Dick fired a shot which wounded the man,
Bob sending in another that killed the horse.
The spy was thrown into the .bushes, bu~ scrambled up and dove into the thicket, escaping.
The boys then returned to the camp and kept
a sharp look-out around the camp for. eni:Il!1es,
but it was evident that no one knew then· h1dingplace for no one was seen prowling about that
day ~or the next, and the boys felt safe. They
saV: nothing of the chief Tories who had bothered
them and concluded that the men had left the
neighborhood as being unsuit~d to them. So.me
of the boys went out with Dick one .day, goi~g
on horseback and in uniform, but taking care m
leavin1g the .swamp that they w~re not o~serv_ed.
They went in a somewhat different direction
from the one they had last taken, and had gone
some little distance, when they saw a sa~dle
horse standing in front of a rather protent10us
looking house, Dick saying.
"It strikes me that I have seen that horse
before. Yes I know I have, it is the major's."
The boys 'went ahead cautiously, keeping behind the trees as much as possible, and watching
the house to see if they could see anytl;ing of t~e
major within. At last they were qmte near it.
and could no longer conceal themselves from
the si1ght of any one who might come to the door,
when it flew open and the major himself appeared. There was a buxom woman in the doorway, and the major tipped his hat as he went
down the steps and to the gate. Then he su~
denly caught sight of the boys, and -flew for his
horse as the,y came suddenly dashing toward
him. 'He almost fell into the saddle, ~o great was
his haste to g et away, and after him rode the
boys.
·
.
.
"Make him run, boys!" cned Dick, "and catch
him if you can ."
On went the major at full speed, when suddenly, in_ crossing a little bridge over a creek,

the horse stu mbled and the maj or was t h r own,
going head -first into the brook, while the hor se
went on. The boys l aughed and halted, being
about to go to the rescue of the maj or, when t hey
saw Nevins, the spy, coming toward them on
horseback. The man saw them and h u rried
away knowing that he saw little chance with
such well -mounted boys. They left the maior to
g et out himself, and set after the spy at a
rattling pace, gaining on him at every moment.
Then they suddenly beheld a considerable part){
of redcoats coming toward them, and were forced
to wheel quickly and make their escape. The
major had scrambled out of the brook by the
time they reached it, and Dick said, with a laugh:
"Take him along, boys. He needs dry clothes,
and we will give him a change."
Then the boys s::. w some redcoats coming alo~
an intersecting road not far ahead of them, and
Dick said :
"I am afraid that we will have to lose him
after all Jack. We must make good speed to get
to the r~ad ahead of the redcoats yonder." So
they left the major.
The boys went on at a dash, reached the road
ahead of the redcoats, and then went on at full
speed, and shortly turned into a path leading
to the swamp, where the enemy could not follow.
The boys returned to the camp in the swamo and
did not go out again that day, having plenty of
thin.gs to occupv themselves . The next day Dick
went out in disguise and taking an ordinary
horse, as he intended to go as near to Camden
as he could, and perhaps enter the town itself.
Riding along, he came to the inn where he had
been before, and, seeing some redcoats there, dis.
mounted and entered, taking a seat in a corner.
The redcoats were talking about an expedition
that was to be sent out lljgainst the patriots, and
Dick paid close attention, this being the first bit
of important information he had picked up in
some time. So absorbed was he in listening that
he did not observe the entrance of a man in a
homespun suit who suddenly caught sight of him
and cried in a loud voice:
"There is Dick Slater, the rebel spy; seize
him!"
The man was Nevins, and he came in unawares
and had recognized Dick at once. Dick sprang
to his feet and dashed out at a side door, the
spy hurrying after him.
"Shoot that fell ow in the homespun suit!"
yelled the spy; "catch the fellow in homespun;
shoot him!"
The1·e were some men in the stable-yard, and
they heard what the spy said. Di~k had turned
quickly as he reached the hall and darted into
the closet close by. The man fell dead and never
moved. Then out came the redcoats, while Dick
made his way through the deserted tap-room to
the front of the tavern, mounted his horse and
rode away. Dick returned to the camp and told
how the spy had come to grief. Shortly after
this the Liberty Boys left that district and went
to Charlotte.
A few years after the war had ended Henry
married one of the Liberty Boys.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AND THE IDIOT SPY; or, RUNNING DOWN THE SKINNERS."
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CURRENT NEWS
CLOCKS WOUND BY SUN
Brussels has a church clock wound by the atmosphere expansion .induced by the heat of the
sun.
TANGOES ARE HIS UNDOING
Cramps in his fingers to-day prevented Cesar
Oscar Sacchi, an Argentine youth, from creating
a new world's record for continuous piano playing. He ceased hi s efforts after thirty-two hours
and eighteen minutes at the keyboard, with the
record of thirty-three hours, as reported from the
United States, seemingly within his grasp .
Sasshi blames his failure on "too many tangoes," as this form of syncopation, he says, necessitates a greater strain on the fingers than simple
fox trots. He will try again.
REMAINS OF DEWEY'S WARSHIP FOUND
IN MISSISSIPPI RIVER
A quantity- of shells and human bones, believed
to be the remains of a Federal war vessel commanded by George Dewey, later Admiral Dewey,
damaged by Confederate batteries during the
Civil War near Port Hudson, have been pumped
up by a gravel dredge a few miles north of Baton
Rouge. The shells include one identified as Confederate ammunition.
The vessel commanded by Dewey was one of
Admiral Farragut's fleet and became disabled below Port Hudson when struck }Y a Confederate

salvo. It drifted down the river and finally
grounded . a few miles north of Baton Rouge,
where it burst into flames.
RAISING GRASSHOPPERS 1'0 STUDY
CATTLE
Grasshoppers are being grown at Manhattan,
Kan. so that American scientists may learn more
about cows. The multiplication of these insects,
which have been a burden and a plague to the
farmer since the days of early Egypt, is now being used by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station in a study of heredity in cattle, sheep and
man.
One hundred thousand grasshoppers of f orty
succeeding generations can be raised as cheaply
and quickly as one hundred cattle over three generations. As the principles of inheritance app1mr
knowledge of the more slowly breeding forms in
t o be the same with these insects and our higher
animals, the scientists may make a short cut to
this way.
A new color pattern has appeared in one group
of these grasshoppers being bred in the laboratory, according to reports. This color scheme has
bred true for over seven years, the characteristic .
having appea red through twenty-five generations.
By crossing these insects with others showing
natural color paterns. still fewer combinations
have been obtained. But these new combination
forms breed true only when kept isolated from the
efomental patterns from which they were derived.
0

BOYS, DO YOU LIKE DETECTIVE STORIES?
You Should Read

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
It contains the s~appiest and liveliest stories you ever read. Each number begins
with a rousing detective novelette, filled with pep from start to finish. Then there
au from four to six short stories of police advent ure with good plots and interesting
situations. All these stories are written by the same authors who write for the higher
priced magazines. Don't miss the articles about crime detection, yarns of the under·
world and special items relating to ghostly happenings, peculiar events and current
news of police cases.

Colored Covers, Fine Illustrations -

64 PagE:s

Get a Copy, Read It and See
How Interesting the Stories Are!

PRICE 10 CENTS
If you cannot procure a copy from your newsdealer send us the price (ten cents)
and we will mail you one postage free. Address

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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Against The Trust

dust when I was a stran!!er to you , and my life
belongs to you. I'm not of much accou nt, but I'm
a square man."

-OR-

THE YOUNG l . UMBERMAN'S BATTLE
By RALPH MORTON

(A Serial Story. )
CHAPTER X .- ( Continued) .

"I don't know many men who would do such
a thing, but Rough Red is willing to do it."
"Just f or revenge?"
"No, I can't say that. I heard something about
five hundred dollars and I'm inclined to thlnk
that Tennyson is willing to pay that to have you
put out of business. Of course, they don't care
anything about old Frank Norris, for he would
n ot amount to anything without you. The men
are talking about you in all the camps around
here for a hundred miles, and that fight of yours
with Jack Dubois has been talked over a thousand times by many crews, and I tell you that it
has come to the pass where Tennyson is afraid
of you."
"Why, he's the wealthiest operator in the
State, and our holdings are very small."
" Oh, it's not that, but he's afraid the men will
desert, and where· would he pick up anothel' crew
at this season? That's his side of it, and joined
to it is the grudge Jack Dubois has against you
for whipplng him before his men and cutting him
out with the girl he's rweet on, and on top of all
comes this grudge on the part of Rough Red.
You take it all together, Ben Bates, and you'll
see that you've got th ree enemies who are not
to be sneezed at."
Plucky a s he was, this sort of danger :made
Ben's blood run cold in his veins, for it chilled
him to think that there were men around him
who would descend to such mea sm·es. Any open
da nger he could st a nd up a nd figh t like the lionheart ed boy he w as, but the idea of a midnight
a ssassin creeping to his door wit h dyna mite in
his hands made him shudder.
_
"Have you got any idea . whe:n they'll t r y to
carry this thing out?" he asked ·Of Casey.
"No, I haven't, but the lights are out in eve ry
camp a t nine o'clock, and tired men a re generally a sleep within fifteen minutes a fter th a t , so
any time after bedtime you might look for
trouble."
"Well, I'm much obliged to you , Casey, and
you may be sure that I'll be on my guard."
•"All right. Now w ill y ou •t ry to fix me up a
bit, and then get a m ess of b ean s from the cook
for me and tell the cr ew that I'm one of them?"
"Certainly. Then you're not going back to
Tennyson?"
"And get my head broke this time for sure?
Not on your life! There's trouble coming to this
camp, Ben Bates, and I'm going to watch out for
it. You saved me from being g roun d to saw-

CHAPTER XI.
!B ig Ben Bates And The Dynamiter.
With t he ai d of water and soap and a little
surg ical emergency kit tha t he had brought into
the woo ds wi t h him, Ben managed to put Phil
Casey into a fair ly <·omfortable condition, and
then he took him to the cookhouse and told the
cook to give him something to eat.
He left him there eating his beans and bacon
and drinking hi s coffee, and crossed over to the
bunk-house. There be found Frank Norris, and
beckoned to him to come out. One of the men
was sawing away on a fiddle, and the rest were
either whirling around on the floor in a dizzy
waltz or else stamping time with their feet to
the music, and no attention was paid to either
Ben or Norris.
Briefly Ben told Norris th e news that Phil
Casey had brought him.
The old woodsman listened in silence, and then
nodded his h ead gravely. ·
"They're getting desperate," he said .
"Then you r eally believe that they will try to
do such a thing?" a sked our hero.
"I do."
"Then what are we t o do ?"
"Well, we're warned, and now we can watch
and protect ourselves. You are the one that they
are after, and it merely hap:r;ens that I share the
place where you sleep; otherwise they would
not trouble themselves with me. To set a stiek
of dynamite aga inst the little building where
y ou sleep would mean that it would be blown
apart, and if you were not killed the chances
are that you would be too badly hurt to be of
any further service, .llld that is all they want.
As a matter of fact, even if they did not damage you, they would expect that the attack would
take the nerve out of you, and that would answer their purpose just as well. I tell you, m y
boy, that you have become a dangerou s opponent
to them, an d they will not stop at anything to
ge t rid of you."
Ben w a s now fully convinced of this, and he
did not arg ue the matter any further, but beg a n to lay his p lans for m eeting the danger at
the present time.
"I'll tell you what w e'll do,'' he said. "Our
little house stands all alone, and ther e are bushes
half a dozen feet away from it on three sides,
and they are high enough to h ide us easily.
"After nine o'clock ;ou can t ak e one side, Phil
Casey can t a ke another, and I'll take the third.
The moon is shining, and nobody can apnroach
without being seen .
"My idea is to wait until this man Rough Red
places his dynamite against the building and
starts to light the m a tch to touch off the fuse.
Then whoever sees him can give the warning, and
the three of us will h1sh on him, and make him
confess the plot. In that way I may get a hold
on Tennyson that even he cannot afford t o ignore,
and although I may not make any move against
him he may think it wise to let me a lone."
(To be continued.)
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
DISCOVERY OF A ROMAN THEATRE
Excavations at the ancient Civita Lavinia on
the border of the Pontine Marshes, have brought
to light the remains of an. exquisite Ro_man theatre. This was the Lanuv1una of classical times.
On the ancient walls of the town may be seen
the massive iron rings where legend says Aeneas
tied his ship when he landed in Italy from Troy.
The theatre is one of the largest and most perf ect hitherto found. Its diameter is more than
160 feet, being only a few feet s hort of the theatre at Pompaii.
'
SYRUP FROM POTATOES
Government experts are endeavoring to interest the people of the South in a plan to make a
fine brown and highly palatable syrup out of
sweet potatoes.
. ..
There is said to be a great poss1b1lity commercially, in this syrup, for jt _far. outdoes the
commercial syrups that are imitations of cane
syrup. Plan ts are to be establi shed throughout
the Southern
States where the sweet potato
grows most abundantly, and it is thou_ght that
hundreds of bushels of small, undersized, unmarketable sweet potatoes can be u sed for syrup
purposes. Heretofo_re they h:we. been disc_arded
as waste, or plowed in to help fertilize the g1ound.
LION

AWAKENS INDIAN •IN RAILWAY
ST:-\TION
Twelve natives waitin"g for the up-country
train fell asleep in the waiting room at Tsavo
Station on the Uganda Railway, Africa. About
midnight the native nearest the door was · aw_akened by a nurlf'"e on the s houlder. The natiye,
thinking it was the stationm aste r come to inform them that the train had arrived, yawi:ied
and stretched his arfns out-only to find himself stroking a lion's face.
.
.
Before the native could _e scape the . hon seized
him by the arm and began mi;tuling _him. In t_he
ensuing pandemonium ~n Indian. railroad official
managed to procure a rifle ~nd k111 the brute, but
not before it had clo ne considerable damage.
PINK SAND AT CONEY
Hundreds of thousands of persons have been
puzzled over the pink sand which has ~ upplanted
the pure white variety on the beaches m front of
the boardwalk at Coney I sland .•
The fact is that when the new be_ach was
pumped in from the ocean it was early discovered
that the white sand on th~ bed ':Vas merely a
superfici al covering for a solid reddish floor. .
Huge areas of what form erly had been white
sand were discovered by divers to ha".e turned
to solid concrete because of the admixture of
lime from millions of crushed clam shells. .
It is believed by geologists that the reddish
sand will bleach white within a few years from
the action of the sun's ray:;; and the tides.
Meantime, the eyes of the bathers at Co~ey
will not suffer as in former years from terrific
glare, which up to this )'.car has been t~e one
disadvantages of bathing m Coney I sland.

FINDS ANCIENT MOUND
A large m rmncl, twenty feet high and 200 feet
from end to end at the base, thought to be the
burial ground of mound builders in this section
ages ago, has been discovered on an is land in the
Kalamazoo River six miles east of Kalamazoo,
Mich., by E. J. Steven s, civil engineer and archeologist. Although he and others who have viewed
the mound are not positive it was made by mound
builders, the location, shape and general appearance of it indicate as much.
Before excavating Mr. Stevens will make a topographical s urvey of the island and study closely
, all features of the hill to determine whether or
not the mound could have been made by ~atural
erosion of the land. If the hill is fo und to be a
burial ground of mound builders, some valuable
prehistoric data probably will be unearthed.
"Mound builders always buried personal property with their dead," declared Mr. Stevens, "and
articles used in the age of the mound dweller
s hould be found . There may also be charcoal
strata, as it was a funeral rite of the builders to
burn offerings at the mounds."
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INTERESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
MEANING OF RADIO TERMS
Most of radio magazines and supplements of
newspapers give their radio information in scientific terms. This is a great mistake, as only 25
per cent. of their readers are people who thoroughly understand what these writers are driving at; and the other three-quarters are the general public who have had no technical education
in radio. If the writers of the articles in papers
and magazines would simplify their meaning
there would be more .f ollowers of radio art. The
object of this article is to explain in understandable words the meaning of a number of the principal parts used in the construction of radio receivers.
The articles most commonly u sed in making up
a radio set are: batteries, variable condensers,
fixed condensers, rheostats, gridleaks, transformers, jacks, vario-couplers,. , variometers, bindingposts, tube sockets, potentiometers, aerials and
wire.
BATTERIES
There are three types of batteries used to operate radio receiving sets.
1st-An ordinary 6-volt storage battery, from
which current is secured to light the tubes.
2d-"B" batteries. These are very powerful
little batteries containing from 22% to 45 volts
each, which , are used for power throughout the
entire apparatus. If this current were alone to
be turned into one of the lamps it would burn the
filament up and destroy the lamp.
3d-"C" batteries. These are usually "small
flashlight batteries whi.ch are us~~ to bo?st t~e
electrical current at different critical pomts m
the receiver.
VARIABLE CONDENSER
The variable condenser is usually attached to
the large dial on the face of the panel of the receiver. The word means that the effect of this
instrument can be varied by turning the dial. The
condense; stores up energy In a very peculiar
way. The stationary plates contain ~ositive
electricity, and the movable plates contam negative electricity. The effect created between these
plates is called capacity; that is, the capacity of
the space for holding electricity. By turning the
movable plates the electrical capacity in the
space between the stationary plates and movable plates is changed. This effect tunes the inst111ment. In other words, it picks up the sound
Condensers are of various sizes, some
waves
contai~ing only three plates, others 23, and still
more 43. The capacity of these condensers for
storing up energy increases or decreases according to how much you turn the movable plates on
the dial.
INDUCTANCE
Indu ctance is nothing more than a coil of wire
with a current of electricity flowing through it,

and another coil of wire, close by, which .absorbs
some of the electricity which leaks out of the first
coil. The strength of this inductance depends on
the distance of one coil from the other, and the
direction in which the two coils stand in relation to each other. Some of these inductance
coils are called
VARIO COUPLERS
Vario ~oupl ers usually consist of a cardboard
or a composition tube, with a ball or a ring inside of it. The latter turns on a spindle so as
to change the direction of the winding of the
wire in relation to that on the tube. The tube
has little taps taken off at intervals in the wind- ing, which run to the ends of little bolts on the
back of the panel. Now, by turning a switch
from one bolt-head to another, the coil is shortcircuited at different points. In other words, by
means of a switch you can use any number of
turns of the wire winding you need to turn in the
sound waves you are after.
VARIO METERS
Variometers consist of two coils of wire. One
is wound around the inside of a hollow globe,
another is wound around a ball set within this
globe on a spindle. The coils of wire in a variocoupler are not connected with each other, but
they are in ..a variometer, so that the electrical
current goes around the outside coil first, and
afterwards goes around the inside coil. . It is by
turning this inside coil that you can vary the
amount of inductance, and therefore vary the
tuning of the instrument.
RHEOSTAT
Rheostats control the" amount of electricity
which flows from the storage "A" battery to the
filament of the lamps. They have a small metal
arm which turns on a coil of iron wire, and governs the light by the amount of iron wire which
the arm allows to interfere between the arm and
the filament of the lamp. This turning of the
arm makes the lan}Ps burn dim or bright according to the way you want them to burn. Of
course, the brighter the lamps burn, the louder
the signals you wi!Lget in your telephones. But
burning your lamps at full intensity soon wears
them out.
.TRANSFORMERS
There are two types of transformers in use.
The first is called a radio-frequency transfo rmer
and the other is called an audio-frequency transformer. We will first speak of the audio-frequency transformer. This little instrument receives the electrical vibrations at a slow enough
speed so that the human ear can hear them in
the form of sounds. These transformers magnify
the sounds so that they sound much louder in a
receiver which has a transformer than they do in
a receiver which has none. Second, a radio-frequency transformer is of a different type. It receives sounds at such a tremendous speed that the
human ear cannot hear them. Radio-frequency
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transformers pick up the faintest sounds anJ
pass them on to the amplifying lamps, which in
turn send the sound waves to the audio-frequency
transformers, where they are magnified. Radiofrequency transformers build up the faintest and
most distant sounds, but audio-frequency transformers only magnify already picked up sounds.
POTENTIOMETERS
This instrument is used to give a very delicate adjustment to . the rheostat Some types of
r eceivers cannot work properly without one, while
other receivers do not need them, as they work
well €.lough with just rheostats. They help to
control the amount of curr ent that lights the
lamps, and also aid in saving the batteries.
MICRO HM
This is a term ·Of measurement of resistance.
It means one millionth of an ohm. It is used
when speaking of a conductor which permits the
passage of an electric. curren~, but interposes an
exceedingly small resistance m the path of the
current.
MEGOHM
Another measure of resistance signifying one
million ohms. The gridleak on a lamp is an example of this resistance. They are usually set at
one or two megohms.
GRID LEAKS
The gridleak i$ a small instrument wired to
the grid-terminal of a lamp socket. It receives
any overflow of electricity from the lamp. Some
of these instruments are fixed and others are variable and are measured in a term called megohms.' The variable leaks can be set from zero
to about 5 megohms, according to the amount
necessary to regulate your lamp. Some leaks are
merely pencil lines on a viece of cardboard, placed
in the circuit at the G binding-post of the lamp
socket.
TUBE SOCKETS
Tube sockets are always marked at each corner F-, Fx P and G. The F means filament.
The connection F- usually goes to the rheostat
and the connection Fx goes to one terminal of the
"A" battery. The.filament current runs from Fto the rest of the wiring in the set, and finally
reaches another terminal of the "A" battery.
Thus a -€omplete circuit is made. In a roundabout
way the two F's of the lamp actually connect with
the filament battery, or the lamp would not glow.
The G runs to the grid side of the receiver, and
the P leads to the plate side.
Lamps contain three important things which
make them work perfectly. One is called the filament, which gives light. Another is a seive-like
arrangement for sifting the current called the
Grid. And the third is a thin silvery piece of
metal named the Plate, which draws the electric
current through the grid from the filament. It is
this action which causes sounds in a receiver.
RESISTANCE
As ibis word signifies, various resistances are
used in ra dio sets which simply act as an obstruction. They are placed in the path of the
electrical current in order to reduce the strength
of the current.
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JACKS
A jack is a nut with a hole in the centre attached to several prongs which are connected by
wires to various parts of the instrument. The
hole in the nut is to receive a plug, which in turn
is connected with the telephones, so that you can
hear the sounds.
BINDING-POSTS
The aerial binding-post is the one to which you
fasten the lead-in wires coming from the aerial.
The current sent out by the broadcasting station
into the air is caught by your aerial, runs through
the lead-in wire to the aerial binding-post, an i
another wire attached to the other end of the
post carries this impulse into the receiver, where
it is converted into sound. The ground bindingpost is usually connected to an iron water-pipe by
means of a wire through which the electricity
flows from the radio and goes into the earth. This
completes a circuit between the air and the earth.
The radio receiver is simply an instrument interposed between this air and earth circuit in order
to eaten the sounds sent out from broadcasting
stations. Wires from various parts of the instrument usually end at the binding-post, so that you
can connect these parts to the different batteries.
In a case where telephone receivers are not used
the binding-posts meant for the telephone receivers are usually connected with a loop aerial.
ANTENNA
In order to make you understand the way an
aerial works we will have to give an illustration.
If you throw a stone in a pond you will notice
that rings of waves appear on the water's surface
where the stone sinks. Imagine the spot wher
the stone sunk is a broadcasting station, and the
waves are electrical impulses thrown into the air
from the station . When these electrical waves
finally reach your aerial the copper wire of which
it is composed, being a wonderful conductor of
electricity, picks up the waves and transm its
them into your receiver, where th~y produce
sounds, the same as an ordin ary telephone does.
LOOP AERIALS
In many cases landlord;; fearing an outside
aerial will bring lightning into their houses during storms, object to outside aerials. But they cannot stop you from using a loop aerial in your
room. Strange to say that although all doors and
windows may be closed the sounds from broadcasting stations somehow or other get into the
room, and are picked up by a loop aerial. Of
course all receivers are not built to work with
loop aerials. In case you wish to build one they
are very simple in construction. About 6 'to 12
turns of No. 18 to 22 insulated copper wire are
wound around a frame about 2% feet square.
Each turn must be kept three-fourths of an inch
apart and cart set in notches. This frame can be
mounted 011 a movable stand, as it is necessary
to turn one corner of the frame in the direction from which the broadcasting is coming.
You may n~t know where the ~tation is, but by
. slowly turmng the frame to different points of
the compass you will finally pick up the right
direction.
In a future nuanber of this publication we may
explain in simplE'!"language the meaning of many
more techni c.il words used by radio writers.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
RADIO STATION HEARD 11,000 MILES
Announcement was made in Hartford, Conn., on
May 17, that an amateur wireless station had succeeded in transmitting signals approximately half
way around the world, establi shing a new long
distance record.
A ship operator rep9rts he heard the station
operated by E. W. Rou se at Galveston when he
was 100 miles southeast of Ceylon in the Indian
Ocean, a distance of 11,000 miles.
TOAD HOPS 75 M~LES IN FIVE DAYS
A homing toad brought by Frederick C. Sidney
from Wakefield to Old Center, Winchendon, Mass.,
a few days ago and liberated the early part of
last week after a few hops around to 1get his
bearing, started for home, bearing a small identification tag fastened to a hind leg. It was seen
in Townsend and Concord, and was then lost sight
of until it showed up at the old home in Wakefield.
The toad traveled, or perhaps bl'tter hopped,
the 75 miles to Wakefield in five days.
VOLCANO THROWS OUT FISH READY TO
EAT
It is said that there is a volcanic peak in the
Andes that throws out from time to time dainty
morsels in the form of fish already fried. This
peak is called the Tunguragua. Underneath the
mouth of the volcano is a subterraneaus lake, says
the Washington Star.
During an eruption the suction draws up quantities of water, carrying along the fi sh, which are
cooked by the inferno through which they pass.
That is the scientific explanation of the phenomenon. But the natives hold that when an eruption
occuri:, ruining their crops, the mystic spirit of
the Tunguragua provides the fish so that they
shall not want.
SYNTHETIC JEWELS ARE POSSIBLE
So great have been the strides' made by science
within the past decade that many of nature's

secrets have been revealed and to-day we are able
to obtain many of the works of nature in synthetic form. One of the most interesting developments has been the manufact u re of synthetic jewels. So far four precious gems have been manufactured-the diamond, ruby, sapphire and pearl.
The emera ld has defied all experiments, and aH
attempts in this direction have met with failure.
The Japanese scientist, Mikimoto, recently
achieved remarkable s uccess in the development
of cultured pearl s. His pearls have been accepted
by science as genuine and really are. He pla-.:es
a nucleus of mother-of-pearl in an · oyster, then
waits years while the oyster covers the nucleus
with coats of pearl.
Diamonds have been made by heating at high
tc:mperature chemically pure carbon and iron and
then suddenly immersing the glowing mixture
into a crucible of cold water. The sudden change
of temperature caused a crust of iron to form
around the molten mass so that great pressure
an<l heat were realized at the same time. Some
of the carbon fo;rmed into tiny diamonds.

LAUGHS
Aged Uncle-I've insured my life for five thousand dollars in your favor. What else can I do
for you? Nephew-Nothmg on earth, uncle.
Visitor-\\'.hat lovely furniture! Little Tommy
-Yes. I thmk the man we bought it from is
sorry now he sold it. Anyway, he's always calling.
"Tommy," said the teacher, " can you tell me
"Yes'm," replied Tommy;
1t s a place where a good many people go after
elections."
~~at obscurity is?"

Wife-Henry, you need a rest. Let u s go to
Bongtong Springs. Hub--That place! Why, it's
only fit for women and fools. Wife---! know it.
Let's go together.
"When I was your age," said the stern parent,
"I was accumulating money of my own." "Yes,''
an.swered the . graceless. youth, "but don't you
thmk _the public was easier then than it is now?"
Johnny-The medicine ain't so nasty as it used
to be, mamma. I'm gettin' u sed to it. MotherDid you take a whole spoonful every hour?
Johnny-No'm. I couldn't find a spoon so I'm
'
using a fork.
"When he saw the enemy coming he turned and
ran. I call that cowardice." "Not at all. He
remembered that the earth is round, and he intended to run round and attack the enemy from
the rear."
"Why, Tommy," exclaimed the Sunday-school
teacher, "don't you say r,our prayers every night
before you go to bed?' "Not any more," replied Tommy; "I uster when I slept in a fold.in'
bed, though."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
HAVE QUIT EATING DOGS
The dog market of Baguio has disappeared entirely and the eating of dogs by the Igorots, a
non-Christian tribe inhabiting the mountain province, has been reduced to a minimum, according
to Col. Henry Knauber, head of the Constabulary Academy at Baguio.
"Introduction of the meat of cattle and hogs has
turned the Igorots, who formerly ate dogs, into
eaters of meats recognized by the civilized world
as eatable,'' said Colonel Knauber. "These people had to have some kinclbf meat and years ago
the only animal they knew was the dog. When
civilization introduced cattle and domestic hogs to
these mountain people they quit eating dogs. Only
a few scattering cases of dog eating have been reported for some time, and these were a·m ong the
peoples living far back in the hills."

INDIAN HERO DIES
Joe Younghawk, son of Younghawk, one of the
most famous of the old Indian scouts of General
George Custer, lost R four-year battle for life
after he had been wounded and gassed in France.
He died at Bismarck, N. D.
The wounds which contributed to Younghawk's
death were suffered on the Soissons front, when
he was surrounded by five Germans and captured
while on patrol duty. Awaiting a favorable
moment, Younghawk turned on his captors, slew
three v.iith his hands and captured the other two,
and, although he himself was shot through both
legs in the fight, marched them into camp.
Younghawk refused to discuss the fight with
the Germans after his return other than to say
that he broke their backs over his knee.
Tribal services was held when Younghawk was
buried at the Fort Berthold Indian reservation
beside the graves of 106 other Indians who gave
their lives in defense of the American flag.
IT IS CHEAPER TO FLY THAN WALK
The last century has seen marked progress in
the development of processes, instruments and
machinery designed to assist man in making Nature work for him. Tremendous strides have
been made toward that end, and it is only logical
to suppose that the next century will witness an
even greater advancement. Most recent of the
achievements in this line is that of the French
aviator, George Barbot, who, by successfully using the wind currents, flew ac~oss the English
channel from France to England and back again
in a small monoplane glider equipped with only
a 15-horsepower engine to assist him in mounting into the air. Only one gallon of gasoline was
carried in the tank and after reaching a height
sufficient to come in contact with the air currents, Barbot shut off his engine entirely and r elied solely upon the force of the air to carry him
across the channel. The trip was made in 61
minutes. The return to France was made in .45

minutes by the same method. As a rest11t of hi s
remarkable feat Ba1·bot received the 25,000-franc
prize offered by a Paris newspaper.
The phenomenal flight marks a new departure
in aeronautics and one that may eventua lly establish an entirely new basis for aviation. The
excessive cost of both gasoline and motive! power
h as done much to restrict the growth of aviation
as a commercial and pleasure enterprise, so far,
and it is not unlikely that Nature may be brought
in to active use as a substitute for the costly elements in flying.
MANY

VEGETABLES WILL PRODUCE
SEED IN ALASKA
Alasirn can mature seed of many vegetables ,
even in the interior at a latitude of 65 degrees
and ·over, according to reports to the United
States Department of Agriculture from the Federal agricultural experiment stations in that terr itory, which have been working for a number
of yeais to develop varieties that may be successfu!ly grown under the climatic conditions of
this far-north region. Seeding cf plants is especially important here to perpetuate desirable
varieties which ha<e been developed. It is also
valuable as a matter of convenience, as it is difficult to get fre sh seeds from other localities of
similar climate in time for planting and of sufficient variety to ::mpply the customary varied
American diet. The experiment station at Fairbanks reports that a large crop of Copenhagen
market cabbage was grown there last season
from seed matured in the open at the Rampart
station in 1920. Both of these stations are within less t!1nn 2 degrees of the Arctic Circle. Turnip seed, especially of the variety Petrowski,
which is now grown widely in the territory, has
been produced abundantly at both stations. Garden peas of the variety Alaska have reproduced
for a number of years, and through seed selection
some two weeks have been gained in earliness of
production.
Parsley, carrots, parsnips, and
l'adishes seed abundantly in the interior. Settlers co-operating with the stations are succeeding with an interesting list of vegetables. Lettuce is thoroughly at home, one variety grown at
the Rampart station producing crisp, tender and
flavored heads weighing 2 1-2 pounds. By successive plantings it may be had usually from the
middle of June until fn,~t. Excellent cooked
greens are obtainable from young beet tops and
Swiss chard; spinnach grows as far north as
Rampart, and Brussels sprouts and cauliflower can
crdinarily be depended upon. Tomatoes, cucumbers and pepper require starting under glass, and
produce well, if the season has a fair amount of
sunshine. Peas and beans produce bountifully.
Turnips, carrots, parsnips and potatos, as well
as cabbage, may be grown and stored to provide
variety for the Winter diet. Rhubarb flourishes
in all cultivated areas. Small fruits, such as
gooseberries, currants, raspberries and strawberries, are proving hardy in the intP.rior of
Alaska.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
TEMPLE FOUND IN CELLAR
Som!'. men pulling down an old house in Naples
have discovered two beau t if ul white marble columns, without capitals, on a sculptured base of
stone. The columns are considered to have originally belonged to a round Roman temple dedicated to ~he. ~oddes_s Vesta. It is expected that
other antiquities will be found in the basement
of the building.
A LARGE WASH
There is a laundry in Southampton England
ythich has few cus~omers but a la rge ,,;ash, turn~
i~g,,out 6,~?0,000 I?ie;es of the "Majestic," "OlymThe same vessels require
pic and Homenc.
annua lly 50,000 gallons of liquid soap, 17,000
pounds of soft soap, 63,000 pounds of soap powder
and 45,000 pounds of soda to keep everything
'.'ship-shape";_ 35,000 sponges and fioorcloths peri~h m the usmg each year. While there may be
little dust at sea there must be con siderable in
port for over 20,000 brooms ancf brushes are used
up each year. The metal work is not negleded,
about- 15,000 tins of polish being consumed each
twelve months.
DANISH KING IS TALLEST RULER IN THE
WORLD
- King Christian, who celebr ated his silver wedding recently, is six feet six inches in height, the
tallest of the world's rulers. He comes of a family noted for height. In the Cathedral of Roskilde, where Denmark's kings lie buri ed, the only
monument to Christian I is a line scr atched eight
feet above the pavement on a pillar, which shows
his stature when alive. Many famou s men have
measured themselves against this i·ecord of the
giant king, but the only one .to surpass it was Pat
Murphy, the Irish wonder, who tower ed 8 feet
6 inches.
Coinciden ce rather than heredity enables the
present Danish king to uphold the tradition, for
the royal family of Denmark is not Danish in
blood or descent so much as German ..

NEST lS WORTH $25 TO
NATURALIST
Every farmer and commuter has a chance t o
make a valuable contribution to science. All they
have to do is to know a. mole's nest when they see
one. The mole's nest is wanted by the American '
Museum of Natural History.
Farmers doing their planting and commuters
starting their regular spring work on lawns and
garden s are a sked to keep their eyes open for a
mole's nest for the Directors of the American
Museum of Natural History, who says he will be
g lad to pay $25 cash for a good nest of the American mole with young.
The ambitious small boy, to whom his parents
turn over this item of news , may avert disappointment by taking care not to bring in a
mouse's nest, for the mu seum does not want such
a nest. It is ver y well known. But it appears
that the life habits of Mr. and Mrs. Mole and the
young moles are not sv well known, even to
scienti st s and students of natural histor y.
Thi s in spite of the fact that tlie mole is a
most common animal, said a museum official, adding that this much is known of the moles : They
commence wor k early in the spring to establish.
their tunnel s. It is believed that they raise two
litters of young from three to five in a litter, or
possibly more, each year. Their nests, however,
have seldom been found. They are a ctive from
early spring to late fall.
The landholder usually considers the mole
merely as a pest which digs galleries through his
lawn or garden, a nd many means are t a ken to destroy th em. The director of the museum, however, has a good wo r d to say for the mole. It is
clistinctly insectivorous, living by eating grubs,
earthworms, ants and other insects. While it is
true that the burrows, when within a few inches
of the surface, cause gras::i or grain to die, much
of this destru ction, it is said, is actually brought
about by the field mice, who make use of the runways of the mole and eat the tender ro ot s of the
grass and plants. Moles never eat the succulent
plants, say the museum people.
MOLE'S

Only $2.00 down e.nd $1.00
per wee k for thl.Ji platinum fln .,
finest pierced ARTl!lX ring with
two French cut blue Bal'lphires on
aides. Guaranteed full 1 Ct. perfect
cut stone of blue white d iamond radiance and be a uty. F o r a flawless
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would pay, elsewhere, upwards of
$16 O. Our spj1cl11.l prlce only $ lZ.O 0 and ten wileks to pay it. Send tor
yo urs now. ~ State whether ladles' or gents' desired, giving
fi nger size. Our suara.ntee protects you.
ARTEX COMP ANY
p
New York Clt"y, N. Y.
1133 Broadway·
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How I inc rea sed m~ (~alary
mo re s~han sog ~°' r.
1111

JOSephJ1nderSOn

AM just the average man-twen ty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year -old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father riow, standing before me,
pleading, threatenin g, coaxing me to keep on. with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education -that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-th at he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
fuccessful man than he was.
But no l My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine d ollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the Internatio nal Correspondence Schools at Scranton an d sta rted to study
In his spare time at borne. It was the turn in the
j
road for h im-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
great institution s who are earning $iS ,OOO a11d
~ 50,0 00 a yea r . Those stories frighten me .. I don't
th ink I could ever e arn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time stu dy, lifted
himself fr om $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
und erstand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
··
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Informatio n
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
r eturn mail. I found it w asn' t too late to m ake up
the education I had d en ied my:ielf as a boy.
I was surprised to find out how fascinatin g a
home-stud y course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew thent was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere .
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
JO me and told me that he always gave preference
.. men wbo 1tudicd their joba-and that my next
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salary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improveme nt in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300o/o greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perh aps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.
O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what th1
I. C. S. can do for you/
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I had n't taken that first step four years ago
I would n' t be writing this message to you today I
No, and I wouldn' t be earning anywhere near $75
a week, either l
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W rite to Riker & King, A doertising Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madison Street, Cliicago, for particnlars about advertising in this magazine.

PERSONAL-Contin ued

AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS WANTED-BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.
~ Yory owner buys Gold Initials for hls a.uto.
You
ch a rge $1.50, make $1.35. 'l'en orders dai ly easy. Write

tor particulars and tree samples.

Amerlc&n Monogram

Co. , Dept. 111, Ea.st Orani:e . !\. J.
A G ENTS-200% PBOFIT. WONDE R FUL LI TTLE AR ·
TICLE.
Somet hing new; t1ells llke wildfire. Carry
rt&ht i n DOCkt>t. \Vrife at once f or free sample. Al -

ber

Mille. M.anqer, 9699 Ame rican L u tldln1, Clncin-

11atl, Ohio.
MAKE $30.00 DAILY. taking crdn1' fo r $3.95 Unlon-

madei r &lncoat11. Factory prices. L ar,est commission. Your pay daily. W e dell•er and oollect. Amortcan Eagle R aincoa.t Co. , 155 No. Union S L, Dept. 318,

Cblcqo.

'

FOR SALE
LANDSEIEKERS!

Opportunity awalta you In ono ol
lower Mtchtcan'9 best counties; 20, 40. 8-0 ao. tra.cta ·

only $10 to MO down; bat. lonr t1 m e. NHr t hrivlni
little cltY. Investl~ate . W rite today fo r free i llustrated
booklet giving full lnform atlon.
Swigart Lam.I Co. ,
Ml2 68 Firlit N&t'l Ban~ Bldg .• ChlC1100.
0

HELP WANTED

SE A DETECTIV£.
Opport unity f'or men and women
for t1ecret inTestlgntlon in your dhtrict. "'rite C. T.
f,udwii', 521 \ Vest.over BlJ&" .• Kansas City , Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work hom e
or travel exprrionce unnecessary . 'Vrite Georce Wa1 r1er, former Govt. Detectlve, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS , etc . • arc wanted !or pu b\1 .r:a.t.ion. Su bmit MSS. or wrlt• L itera ry Bureau , 515
H 1tnnlbal , M o.

PERSONAL
RA ISE YOtJR WINE GLASSES AND DRINK a toast
in "V, R." (Americanized Vi n Itouge). Looks, tastei:
Uke regular wine.
Popular for entertainin'g guests
Mixed· tlry, all ready for 200 drinks, $1.00, carriage
paid. L. MeQueen Co. . Bo..; 724, Cinclnua.U. 0 .

ATTRACTIVE WIDOW, 23. wlth mroey. will ma rry
Ii... , Box 35, Leauue, 'folt.-do. rn1in.
ATT RACTIVE YO U NG WID OW. wo.-th $!0,000. wlll
marry ... Cluh. Bo.x 1022, \Vil'hltn , Ka.u sa ~.
BEAUTIF UL G IRL , 20, with $30,000. will ma rry . 11 .•
Le8'Ue , nox :l5, T o!Prto. Ohio.
BEST, LARGE S T MATRIMONI A L CLUB in Country.
J<Jatahllshed HI Years.
Thou sands \Vealthy wishing
Early Marriage. Conltrlent.ial. l1"ree. 'rl1e Old Reliable
Clnll. ti.1fs . Wru bel. Bux 26, Oakland, Cttlif.
DO YO U WA NT
FR I END S? Write BettJr Leo.
1nc.. 42J4 Broadw y, New Yorlc Cits. Stamp appreciated.
GIRL, 20, worth $30,000. Iooel,y, will marry. H., Box
s:;. League, Toledo. Ohio.
HAND S O ME BACHE LOR , worth $35,000, wants wife .
P., Box 35. J..eaJ.me, Tole<lo. Ohio.
HA N DSOM E LA D Y or means; would marry lt suited.
(Strun n.) Ylol&l. Box 7S7. DPn11lsnn, Ohio.
H U N 0 REO S St'eklng m&n'iage. It sJncere enclose stamp.
Mm_ I •~. \ Villard, 2~28 Rroadwa.y , Chlcaco. Illinois.
IF LONE SO ME oxchltllie jolly letters with beautiful
ladi us and '\"ealthy itentlemen. Eva Moore, Bo.s: 908.
J acl,so uvllle, Fla. (S tamp) .

Habit Cured or No Pay

Any form, chrare,dge.rc ttea,p ipe, cbewina o r anuff
G uaran teed.. H arml~ff Comple te trea tm e n taent
" " t ri,. l. G»ts Sl .00 if it cures. Nothin Jt if it faii.,.

SUPE RBA CO. M-Zl, BaltimOl"e, Md.
O LD

~IO N .E Y

W ANTED

---

$2 to $500 EACH paid f or b und r ed s of Old
Coins dated befo r e 1895. Kee~ ALI, old or
1dd mon ey. Sen d l Octs. to r New I ll's Coln
Valu e Book, 4x6. You mav have va luable
~oln s . Get posted. We pay cash.
ClLA.RKE c;.OIN C:O. Ave. 13, L e Roy, N. Y,

••!7

LONELY LITTLE FLAPPER. Urod l!Tln i a lone.
" -ea lt hy , wants mttrrla ge. 168 M 1Hlon U nit.1 Club.
San Francisco. CaJtf. (S tamp, please).
LONES OME?
Get acquainted. I will help you. My
met.bods i nsure confidence. Hund reds seeking matrimony, J nforruat1o n rree, stamp. please. M n. )'rnn:a, 947
Montano. St., Chlca10.
LOOK WHOSE HERE! P rincess OKlE world famous
horoscovea. Ge t your's t oday. Don't delay. Send fu l1
bl rthdate and l Oc, K. Oki e, 209 \Vest 1S9th S t. , N ew
York. N. Y.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Bfg Jssue wlt h de8Cflij:
tions, photos, names and addresses. 25 cent&.
No
other fee. Ser::t sea.led. Box 2265 R . Boston , Mus.
MA RRY-Free photographs, d i rectory an d d e1Cr lpUon1
of w ~althy membars . Pay when married.. N ew P l111.n
Co., Dept. S6, l{ansas C ity , M o.
MARRY-Man y $1 ,000 t o $2.000.00 W altin• : Li•ts.
particular s, plain sealed fot atamp.
Smith. Bo.x
l1 67 K, Denver, Colo.
MA R RY, HEALTH , WEALTH - Members eye-rywhere,
worlh to $50,000. Photos , descriptions free. SOCIAL
AC:TlVITIES , Cimarron , Kan.
MARRY rF LO N ELY ; "lfome M 1tkor" : hundreds rich.,
confidential; reliable; yet.rs. exper ience; descrlpt10111
free. "1'lle Successful Club" , llox 5:16 . Oaklatu.l, Call·
fom1&.
MA RR Y- MARRIA G E DIRE CTORY with photos and
descriptions f ree. Pay wh en married. The E1:chanae.
Dept. 545. h. ansas C ity, Mo.
M A RRY RICH-Worh.l. ' s Leading Co r respondence Club
for lonely peop le. Ma11y worth. to U00,000. Quick
R esults Ouaqmteed. Confldentla.1 ll !': t FllE'E. llonor Rblt> R alt>h Hyde, 262, San Frn.nc-!SC'o. f'allr.
M A R RY:
Thousands coogenla.1 people, '9orth from
$1,000 t o $50.000 seeklng early ma.rrlace. de!lcrlption9,
vhuLns, intro<luct!ous free. Sealed. Eithe r SU. Send
no money. Addresd 8landanl Cor. Club, Grarslake, Ill .
t.1ARR Y- W riLe t'or bil: new directory with photos ant i
desc r iptions, I•'rec. National .Ai:ency, l>ept. A .. i\:ausas
Cit>, M o.
MA RR Y R ICH -\Vocld'~ Lead ing CorrPspon dt11cc Club
for lonely people. Many wo rth W $400 ,000. Quick
Results Guaranteed. ConHdeutia.l list l •,nr: :.;, Honarah!e RitlDh H:v •.le, 166. 8'in Fra ncisco, Calif.
PRE TTY MA IDEN , wealthy IJuL lonely, wlll marry.
f''hth. Rox 55, Oxford, Fla.
S I XTH A ND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. EiYptlan
secrets. Black art, other rare books.
Ca.Woe free.
Star Book Co.. 7R23, 122 Federal St. , Camden. N. J.
PRETTY M AIDEN , W(U:t1thy Out lone ly, wiJI iuarry.
('!uh. Rox 55, Oxford. Fla.
WHOM SHO U LD YOU MA R RY ? We'll t ell you. Send
800 nnd birth date to Character Studies, 1515 Masonic
'1'cam11lo, New York City.
W EALTHY . pretty, atrectloua.t.e e:irl, would 1narry.
Oh~~~itc, enclosing enrolope. D oris Da.wn, South EuoUU,

SONGWRITERS
WR ITE TH E WO R DS FOR A SON G- Wecomvosemuslc.
Submit yCJur poems to us at once. New York Melody
Corporati on . 405 E. Roman R l<ll?., New Yl')rl<

TOBACCO H ABIT
TOBACCO or Snutr Habit cured or no pa.y,
aJf~~re. ~.Ledy sen t on trial. Superba

$1 . 00 tt

co..

PC.•

ALTITUDE
AFFECTS
HEALTH
I nt eresting observations
have
been made by Mr.
G. I. Finch based
upon his experien ce in climbing
Mount
Everest.
He carefull y n oted the effect of
altitude upon his
ph ysical
condit ion and t ook not e
of the exact alt it u de an d how it
affected him. H e
concludes that up
to 21,000 f ett the
climber's physical f u n c t i o n s
were I_>ractically
ummpaued a n d
good sleep a nd
r e c u p e r a t ion
fr o m
fati gue
were possible, but
at 23 ,000 fe et
sleep was fitfu l,
appetite f ell oft'
and t h ere was a
general loss of
physical fi t ness.
The conclu sion is
t hat at approxim a t e 1 y 22,000
feet acclimatization t o altitu de
ceases a n d above
that heigh t oxygen should be
used, at first in
small doses, and
from 26,500 feet
in larger doses,
bu t the dose must
depend upon the
natu re
of
the
grou nd.
He points out
that oxygen incre.ases t he appetite an d adequate
p rovision m ust be
m ade for
this
fac t. The stimulating effect of
cigarette smoke
was n oted at 25,500 feet.
Althoug h it is possible t o climb t o
great er
h eights
without the use
of oxygen, Mr.
Finch does not
believe it wise,

WERE YOU BOR1
UNDER ALUCKY STAR
DO YOU WAN T TO KNOW ALL THAT
THEJU ll 18 TO KNOW .A.BOUT YOUA

Cha rac ter
Dis pos itio n
Goo d Tra its
We akn esse s

Abilities
Frie nds
and
Luc ky Day s

of a thoro de1cr1 ptlon I
impor tant than 1 ~

HE carefu l 1tud7
T
, yourse lf is tar more
ne.

mar at first imagi
an1 adde
For It ls absolu tely true that
nt qualit ies w1
knowl edge of your own inhere
a highe r degri
&'reatly a s sis t you In reachi ng as
succe1 1ful 1
of succes s, You can be just
power of wll
your
In
all
1a
It
.
dealre
7ou
power l
thl1
But berore you can exerci se
1tad
the r ight direct ion, yo11 m111t tborol 7
7ourse lf.

''Hew To Read Human Nature'
SERIE S OF TWEL TE BOOK S
Poatp ald to any eddr• (

Price 10 cent• each.

a poelttv
Th ese book s fl'l'e In concls eeyfori:a
are based <>'
key to selr-d eTelop rnent, T hracter
are preg
sa study ot thousa nds of cha
naot with keen analy sis and most helpf
charac ter -build in g h ints.
yo
Send us t en cents and t he month of dlat
birth and th e book will be malled lmme
.
below
n
ly. Use coupo
bu1
If you have a friend , acqua intanc e or
di1po1
ness associ a te whose chara cter and our
boo,
tlon you would like to study , obtain
sue
corres pondi ng with the month 1n which
person wa s horn .
kno
IF YOU AR E TN' LOVE - you should, abll
the charac ter, dispos ition , good point&
person In whw
ties , and WPaknesses of theain
the month
you are lnter!'f!l t ed, Ascert
book of
our
for
send
en
th
and
birth
.
dime
mimth . Encloa e anoth er

!
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CHAR ACTE R STUD IES, l n o.,
C,
Room 11116, Ma.-on lc Templ e, N. Y.

enclos e ....... •....•. •••.•• .••.•• •••••• •••••
.... .
Send books of (itlve month •) ...... ......

I

Name

.,
...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ ....

~ J
Addre ss ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .....

•

LIT TLE

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
& K;ng A dvertising Offices, 1133 B Valuable Information on Almost Every Subj ect

W "t t 0 R "k e~
,., e
t • •
'
.
29 East Madison Street, Clucago, f or Particulars abou

AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS WANTED-BIO MONEY AND FAST SALES.
E t ory owner bu.ys Gold lnitio.l! for hJs auto.

You
charge $1.50. make. $1.35. 'l'en orders daily easy. Write
for particulars and tree sample~. .Amerlc&n Monoi:n.m
Co .• Dept. 111, East Oranae. !\. J.

AGENTS--200% PBOFIT, WO NDER FUL. LI TT LE AR·

TI C LE.
Sotuethin1:: new; sells lll<e wildflre. Cury
right in pocktt. Wrlt'e a.t once ror free s.a.mple. ~w
ber Mills. Hana;ger, 9699 American L uildin1, Clncmw

11at!. Ohlo.
•
MAKE $30.00 DAILY, taking crdon;, for $3.95 Union·

made ralncoate. Factory prtoes. Larcest commls·
slon. Your uay daily. We delh'er and collecL Amerw
tcan Eagle Raincoat Co. , 155 No. Un ion Bt., D ept. 318,
Ch!c..o.

FOR SALE
LANDSEl!:KERS! Opportuni ty • W•ito you In one or

lower M tchican's best counties; 20, 40. 8-0 ao. t ract.a
only $10 to $ts0 down; bal. lone time. Near thri•lni
lit tle ctt.y. Investti:ate. 'Write today tor free illustrated
book let iri•ing full informatlon.
Swla:a.rt Land Co. ,
M1268

Ftr~t

Na.t'I Bani( Bldg.. Chlcngo..

H E LP WANTE D
BE A ·DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men •,nd women
for deCret tnTe1&tlgatlou in your dbtrict. '\\rite C. T.
f~udwl~. 521 West.over BI ...tic .• Kansas C1ty, Mo.

No. 42.
THE B OYS OF NEW YORI{ STUMP
S PEAKER. - Containing n varied assortment of st ump
Negro, Dutch anil Irish. Also end meu'R je>krs.
LONELY LITi Just the thlnir tor liome amusPmPnt and amatPur ehows.
. Itly waq
No. 45.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL
s.i:i••Fr~~ciscoJ GU I OJ<~ A N D .JOKE BOOK.- Somethlug new and ver:r
LONESOME ? I instructive. Ever y hoy should ohtain t hi s hook, ns It
methods lnsq <"ontalni< full Instructions for organizing a11 amateu r
mony. Jnrorm~ minstrel troupe.
Mont•n> St.,
No. 46. HOW TO MAHE AND USE E L ECT R ICI TY.
LOOK WHOS - A d~scription of the wonde r ful URPS of electrk!t.v and
bl hJ'J";'ove~d e!Prtro mn1<nrtlsm: tol'.'etbcr with fnll instructions for
T~r~. 'N~
maklnl! ElPrtrir ToyR, Batteries, Ptc. Ry George Trehcl.
MA RRIAGE p A. llf., Jlf. D. C"ontnlning over fifty mustrations.
ttoos, photoJ
No. 48. HOW TO BUIJ,D AND SAil, CANOES . - A
other rce. Ser.t handy book for IJoys, containing full directions for conl1A RRY-Free struct!ng canoPs Ancl thp most popular mAnner of sail or wealthy
I ng them.
Fully Hlnstrated.
Co., Dept. Sa
No. 4 9. H O\V TO DEBATE. - Giving rules fo r conMARR Y-Man ducting <IPIJntes, outlines for ilebatP<, questions for dls11f;J{tic1J~~~e cusslon nnd thp hest sources for procuring Information
H5
BIRDS AND AN I MALS
Al'~{~~TtloE~ A va.luable book glvlnl!, fnstructlo~s In collecting, p~~
MA.RRY IF ·~ nnring, mounting and pres,,rving birds, animals and

PE' speeches,

Y. ,

MAR~Y.

onN~hp50qu~~W"T'6"~!}UFF

conflclenllal;

free. "'l'he S/
fornla.
'
DET ECT IVES NEED EO EVE RYWH ER E. Work home MAR RY- MAI
0
or travel ex1>erience unnecessary. \Vnt e Georce Wa1 w
descrlfJl
'/:'
5
tier, t:ormer Govt. Detective. 1968 Broadway. N. Y.
Dept.
·

j

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

S TORIES, POEM S, PLAYS , etc., arc wanted tor I>Ub1iw
ation. Su bmit MSS. or write Llteruy Bure au, 515
Jl1umibal , Mo.

PERSONAL
RAISE YOt!R WIN E GLASS ES AND DRINK a toast

Jn "V. n." (Amerlcanlzed Vin Itou1:e). ~oks. t.aste.!l
like regular wine.
Pocmlar for e.ntertalnmg S?uesfs
Mixed· dry, all ready for 200 drl1~ks, $1.00, carriage
paid. L. M('Queen Co. . Bo'!; 724 . Cincinna.tl. 0 .
ATT RACT I VE W I DOW. 23, with mo:rny. will marry
F .. Box 35, Lea~ue, 'foledu. Ohio.

ATT RAC TIVE YOU NG WIDOW. wol'th $rn,ooo. wlll
marry ... Cl uh. Rox 1022. \Vid1lta, 1\.111sa~.

"'B,,:EC:!A!,U~T:!,.lc.,F;.,U:;:L~G;:.-;-;IR::CL:",'-i2oi,.:.:;w,..1t:i:h~$a;;o;':.o:7;o:Oo:",";w;;;i~l!~m:::a-;:rr-;:,.~.>ul.•
Le8':'Ut', Box 35 , Tolerto, Ohio.

BEST, LARG EST MA TR IMONI AL CLU B in Country.
Estahllshecl 1 ~1 Yeurs.
Thousa.nds \\ealthy w'sh1Wl'
Early Marriage. ConticlenUal. Free. The Old Rella.ble
Club. Mrs. \\"rulle l, Box 26, Oaklant1, Calif.
DO YOU WAN T Af FRI EN US? Write Bett.v Loe,
Inc.. 4251 BroadM' New Yori< City. Stamo appre·
elated.
GIR L, 20, worth $30,000, lo.uet.v. will ma.rry. H .. Box
a;;. Lea~ue , Toledo. Ohio.

M~0~R ~ 110~~c 1

Results Gusri
Rbl• Raloh n
MARRY: T~
u.ooo to $0
1>hut<1s, introd
no mon•y. A

M ~~:r1;ti~~1~1•

City . Mo.

MARRY RIC
ror lone ly
Results Guar
ah lc Raluh ~
PRETTY M;
r> Juh, Hox
s I XT H AN D
secrets. Bl~
Siar Book Co
PR ETTY MA
C'luh. Rox
W HO M SHO ~
300 and.bl~
1'•mJJI•. !\cw t
WEALTHY.
Oh\Vritc,
encl
0
·

insPcts.

No. Ill. H O W TO DO TRI C K S W ITH CARDS. - Conta!nlng explanations of the genera ! principles of slelgbtof-hand nppllcnble to CA rd trirkR: or card tricks wit h
ordlnnrv cnrd~. nnil not rerinlring filell!ht-of-hand · of
tricks Involving slelirht-of-hand, or the use of specially
pre,pared cards.
Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. - A complete ancl
handy l!ttle book, l!ivlng" the rules Alld full directions
for playlnir l~uchre, C"rlhbage. Cassino, Forty-Five,
J1ounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker. Auction Pitch, All
Fours, ::tnd mnny othC"r popular games of cards.
No. 54. H O\V •ro KEEP AND l\L<\NAGE P ETS. Giving l!omple-te information n;; to the manner ancl
meU1od of raising. keeping, tnnnng, hr<'Pdlng and mnn11g111g- all kinds of pets; nlso glvl'?A' fnll lnstruct!ons for
mnklng rnges, etc. Full expJarned IJy twenty-eigh t
il1ustrAtlons.
No. 66. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGI NEER. _ Conta l nlnf'( full ln•truct!ons how to hec<>me a l ocomotive
eng-l nf'<'r: n lso clirPction~ for hnild Ing a model locomo ti v <' : t oI!<' th" r w 11 h a f u II d escr! pt Ion of every t b Ing an

<"'ns:rtnef"r ~hc,uld know.

l

No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETE<'TIVE. - By Old Rlng
RrA1ly, the- wpJl-known c1ete~ttve. In whlcb h e Jnys down
some vnluablf' r11l"'s for hef.rlnnerf:I. nnd also re lates some
ath'f·•nt11reR of Wf'll-known detective~.
No. AO. HOW TO BE('O\IE A PHOTOGRAPHER. _
f'ontn!nlng useful lnformntJon regnrdlng the Cnmern and
how to work It: nlso IJow to make Pbotogrnnbl~ Mnl'.'ic
LantNn Rl!cl!'s nnil other Transparencies . Hnnd s omeJy
f11nstr~ted.

HAND SOME BACHELO R, worth $35,000, wants wifo.
No. A4. HOW TO MAKE ELECTR.J ('AJ. llfAC'HT1"ES
P .. Box 35. J,erurne, Tole<lo, Ohio.
WR IT E T HE - ContalnlnA' full directions fo r making electricn! maHANDSOME LA DY or means; would marry II •ulted.
Submit you chines, Induction ~oils. clynamos and mnny novel toys
(Stamp. I Ylolet. Rox 7~7. l)•nnlson, Ohio.
Corporation,
ro hP worked tJy electricity. By B. A. R . Bennett. Fully

H UND REOS seeking marriage. lf sincere enclose stamp.
Mr.. P. \\'lllard, 2928 Rroadway, Chl c.. o, Iillnois.

IF LONESOM E exchange Jolly letters with beautiful
!actius and wealthy i:entlemen. Eva Moore, Box oos.
J acksouvllle, Fla. !Stamo>.

j HlnC(trated.

No. M. l\lULDOON'R ,JOKER. - The most originnl
TOBAC CO OJ:l jokp hook evn pnbllsbPrl. nnrl It I• IJrimful ot wit and
B <ute<t. ~ji humor. It contnin~ a large coJl~ctton ot song~. jokP<;
• 1tunore,
ronundrums, etc .. of TerrP'!lce ll!uldoon. the great wit'
h11m o rl et and prartiral .fokrr of the clRy.
'
No. 66. HO\V TO DO PUZZLES. - Contninlng over
tb1°P<> hnndrrd lntPrP•tlng pnzz!es and connndrum•. with
key to same. A rompletP hook. Fully lllustrnted.
,
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRJCA J, TRICKS.-Con'
tnlning a lnrgp collPdion of lnstructi'>e Rnd hlg-hly
nmu•lng elPctrlca! trlcks, together with illustrations.
RY. A. Andf'rson.
Your ekin c~
No. A8. HOW TO no f'HE~llCAL TRICKS._ C'on heada:EAcne , talnlng- over one hnndrPd highly amuslnA' and in•trucItch,
zeme somelv
tlve tricks
with chemlcnls. By A. Anderson. Hand \'!:'D c~
1C'
tll\1c::trnted.
/I;' ft.II:.
No .. 69. HO\V TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND. - Conh• talnlno: over ftftv of the late•t and be•t tricks used by
E.S.GI
mnc:iclRns. Al•o contalnlnir the secret of second sight.
Fully Illustrated. By A. Anderson.

.
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N0 p ay
Hab1•t Cure d or
.
.
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Any form,ciaara,cip.rctte • ,pipe,cbevnngor•nu
G uarant eed. Har ml.-it Com plete tr~at~e.nh~nt

0

BA
taSCl.QOO -~~ZleB~lt'fi:~ife' 1 Kf:t saoooc:..
s" "utnp'"E!R~
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------------------- - - OLD MO.NEY WANTED - - $2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Old
Coins dated before 1895. Kee~ ALJ, old or
Jd d money. Sen<l JOcts. for New I ll's Coln
Va lue Book, 4x6.
You may have valuable
~ol ns. Get posted. We pay cash.
CLARKE C:OI .N CO. A ve. 13, L e Roy , N. Y,

or

·-·t

For 1ale b y all new odealera
-.v:m b e
t• - Y
a d d re•• o n ree~lpt et prloe, 10 cents P er ••PY, la meaq
er po1to1re atompa, by

HARRY

E.

WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.

166 West 23d S treet

